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PART 1 – SUMMARY SCHEDULES
1.1 Layout of this Plan
Parts 1 and 2 of this Plan provide the Summary Schedules for section 94 contribution rates
and section 94A levies together with the administrative requirements for contributions and
levies and thus provide the information required from this Plan for the majority of users.
The greater part of this document is necessary to address the many rigorous requirements
for charging section 94 contributions set out in the Environmental Planning & Assessment
Act 1979, the Environmental Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000, the Development
Contributions Practice Note published by the former Department of Infrastructure Planning and
Natural Resources in July 2005, case law and other guidelines such as the Section 94
Contributions Plan Manual (Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, Second Edition,
1997).
The majority of the users of this Plan are not likely to need to reference the many
projections, calculations and assumptions that underlie this Plan such as the population and
development projections, the sections on determining the future infrastructure needs for the
LGA to address the needs of the additional population and the calculation of section 94
contribution rates that are set out in Parts 3 and 4 of this Plan.

1.2 What section 94 contributions or section 94A levies are
applicable
Section 94 contributions are applicable to all development where there would likely be an
increase in demand for public facilities and services. Such development includes
development of the types listed in the Summary Schedules of section 94 contribution rates
below. However there may be other types of development not listed in the schedules to
which section 94 contributions are applicable and in such cases Council may determine the
contributions applicable based upon the demand estimated to be created and the provisions
of this Plan. In such cases Council may also require appropriate traffic and other surveys in
order to assess demand.
Section 94 contributions are only applicable to the increased demand created by a
development. Section 94 contributions are not generally applicable to development such as:
o

residential alterations and additions that do not result in an increased number of
dwellings or change in the type of dwellings,

o

commercial, retail or industrial alterations that do not involve an increase in any
type of floor space, in the demand for parking or in the demand for any other type
of public facility and service.

Similarly, building a dwelling house on a vacant residential lot for which section 94
contributions have been paid when the lot was subdivided will not require the payment of
section 94 contributions, however section 94A levies will not be payable.
Section 94A levies are generally applicable to all development where section 94
contributions are not payable. However there are some development types excluded from
the requirement to pay both section 94 contributions and section 94A levies. These are set
out in Section 2.17 of this Plan.
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The section 94 contribution rates and section 94A levies set out in this Plan are those
applicable at the date of commencement of this Plan. Both section 94 contributions and the
cost of development used in determining section 94A levies are adjusted at the time of
payment in accordance with the indexing provisions set out in Section 2.15 of this Plan.

1.3 How contributions will be imposed
Section 80A of the Act authorises the imposition (by Council or an accredited certifier) of
conditions of development consent requiring the payment of contributions and levies
authorised under section 94 and section 94A.
Section 2.13 of this Plan requires accredited certifiers to impose conditions on a complying
development certificate requiring the payment of section 94 contributions and section 94A
levies as set out in this Plan.
Section 2.13 of this Plan also requires that a certifying authority not issue a construction
certificate until Council has received all section 94 contributions or section 94A levies
required as a condition of development consent.
Conditions of a development consent that relate to section 94 contributions under this Plan
will specify the amount of contributions required and indexation details.

1.4 Quick Summary
This Plan is a development contributions plan prepared for the purpose of charging as
appropriate, either section 94 contributions or section 94A levies. Section 94 contributions
will be used to pay for the capital costs including administrative costs of the public facilities
and services that are set out in the works programs in this Plan that, to the extent possible
under the section 94 contributions cap, address the additional needs that will be created by
the expected increase in population as a result of new development. S94A levies will be
used to pay for public facilities and services within the Marrickville LGA.
This Plan sets out the reasons for the s94 contributions, the works and works programs
proposed, the connection between development and the works proposed, how contributions
are calculated and how Council will account for the monies held. The public facilities and
services on which s94A funds will be expended will be part of Council’s annual works
program as determined by Council from year to year.
Consistent with government requirements for Council to have a housing strategy that allows
for additional dwellings in the Marrickville LGA, the provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and
DCP 2011 allow for significant additional development within the Marrickville LGA. The main
areas of potential development are within in the village centres of Marrickville, South
Marrickville, Petersham, Newtown, St Peters, Lewisham and Dulwich Hill and masterplans
have been prepared to guide development in some of these Planning Precinct locations.
Council has assessed this potential new development and maps have been prepared
showing the location of additional dwellings projected and the projected changes in the
worker population as a result of the redevelopment of retail, industrial and commercial floor
space. These maps are respectively titled LEP/DCP 2011 Projected Additional Dwellings
and LEP 2011 Projected Change in Worker Population.
Advice from Council’s population and demographic consultant Mr Colin Menzies of The
Public Practice is that a prime determinant of the likely future population in the Marrickville
LGA is the potential for additional development.
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The Public Practise has provided for the purposes of this Plan population and demographic
projections for the 2011 to 2031 period based upon Census, Department of Planning and
other data and the projected additional development possible under the provisions of the
Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011.
The Marrickville LGA is projected to undergo a population increase of 10,974 persons over
the 20 year period from 2011 to 2031, a 13.9% increase in resident population with an
estimated additional 4,988 dwellings. In addition there is projected to be an increase in the
number of people employed in Marrickville LGA of 1770 workers.
Specialist infrastructure studies were commissioned by Council to expertly ascertain the
extra facility and services works properly and appropriately required to meet the needs of the
increase in population as a result of additional development in Marrickville LGA over the 20
year planning period from 2011 to 2031.
Despite the very significant increase in population projected in Marrickville LGA, the
contributions cap restricts the amount of money that councils may receive in section 94
contributions to pay for the capital costs of the additional facilities and services that have
been assessed as necessary for the additional population. The existing level of provision of
open space in the built up area of Marrickville LGA is below traditionally accepted provision
standards and lower than provided in many adjoining and nearby LGAs. The contributions
cap restricts the funds that might be available to provide additional open space.
Funding the capital cost of the additional infrastructure needed for the additional population
from section 94 contributions is in accordance with a user pays system of practise and
principles that was established even before the commencement of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
The contributions cap means that Council cannot itself bring into force a new section 94
contributions plan where the section 94 contributions per dwelling or per subdivided
residential lot exceed its $20,000 per dwelling. Council can seek higher contributions through
IPART, however contributions approved by IPART can only be for ‘essential works’ which
are limited to land for open space with basic embellishment, land for community facilities and
land and facilities for transport and stormwater and so exclude contributions towards the
construction of facilities such as childcare centres, libraries, public domain areas and
community halls.
Hence the capital works program set out in this Plan is for the works that may be afforded by
the restricted contributions available.

1.5 Summary Schedules of section 94 contributions
This Plan sets out Summary Schedules of section 94 contributions to pay towards the capital
costs of the program of works that is set out in this Plan. The contributions cap limits the
contribution funds that may be received by Council and therefore the works program that
may be provided.
The overriding clause applicable to the Summary Schedules limits section 94 contributions
to $20,000 per dwelling or per new residential allotment. That is, where the total
contributions are shown in the Summary Schedules as being greater than $20,000 per
dwelling, the contributions applicable and to be charged will be $20,000 per dwelling.
The funding limitation provided by the contributions cap means that the provision level of
public facilities and services will in some cases be less than has been recommended or
3

might be desired as the funds will simply not be available to provide such facilities. Thus in
some cases the extra facilities and services that the extra population might desire or expect
may not be available. However this Plan seeks to provide the most appropriate provision of
additional facilities within the funding limitations.
Planning Precinct masterplans have been prepared for some of the village areas in
Marrickville LGA in which a significant part of the expected development is anticipated to
occur. Because the requirements for facilities and services vary according to the Planning
Precinct area, the section 94 contributions applicable to these areas vary.
Consequently there are separate tables of section 94 contribution rates for these Planning
Precinct areas and for the remainder of the Marrickville LGA.
Table 1.1 below sets out the total section 94 contribution per dwelling or per 100m2 of gross
floor area (GFA) payable for development within the LGA and outside the nominated
Planning Precinct areas. The tables following that set out the total section 94 contribution
rates applicable to the delineated Planning Precincts of St Peters Triangle, Marrickville Town
Centre, Lewisham South and Petersham South. Appropriate contributions are determined
from the table applicable to the location of the development site.
Section 94 contributions for a manager’s residence in a boarding house are determined in
accordance with the contributions for Attached dwellings, Semi-detached dwellings & Multidwelling housing. The room areas shown in the tables for boarding houses must exclude any
area used for the purposes of a private kitchen or bathroom facilities.
There may be development types not listed in the tables below for which section 94
contributions are payable because such development would result in an increase in demand
for public facilities and services. In these cases and where development may have different
characteristics to those in the tables, Council may require additional information from an
applicant and may determine the appropriate contributions payable in accordance with an
estimation of the likely demand and the provisions of this Plan.
The section 94 contributions per person are not provided in the following summary tables
because although contributions for all other facilities are calculated on a per person basis,
contributions for Traffic Facilities are calculated on a per trip basis. Contributions per person
may be found in the Recreation Facilities, Community Facilities and Land Dedication
sections of this Plan.
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Marrickville LGA other than Planning Precinct areas
Table 1.1 below sets out the section 94 contribution rates applicable. Where the contribution
amount shown in the right-hand ‘Total’ column exceeds $20,000, the applicable contribution
shall be $20,000.
Notes:

The contribution rates in Table 1.1 are the rates applicable at the date of commencement of this
Plan (i.e. 1 January 2014).
Rates under the Plan are indexed quarterly.
For the current indexed contribution rates refer to Council’s website.

Table 1.1 - Table of Section 94 Contribution Rates for all areas of Marrickville LGA except for the
Planning Precincts of St Peters Triangle, Marrickville Town Centre, Petersham South and Lewisham
South as delineated in section 1.6 of this Plan.

Note:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The room areas for boarding houses referred to in the above table exclude any area used for the
purposes of a private kitchen or bathroom facilities.
GFA means gross floor area.
For residential land subdivision creating a lot or lots suitable for more than a single dwelling house
contributions, appropriate to the proposed or potential dwellings are payable.
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St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct
Table 1.2 below sets out the section 94 contribution rates applicable. Where the contribution
amount shown in the right-hand ‘Total’ column exceeds $20,000, the applicable contribution
shall be $20,000.
Notes:

The contribution rates in Table 1.2 are the rates applicable at the date of commencement of this
Plan (i.e. 1 January 2014).
Rates under the Plan are indexed quarterly.
For the current indexed contribution rates refer to Council’s website.

Table 1.2 - Table of Section 94 Contribution Rates for the St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct delineated
in section 1.6 of this Plan.

Note:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The room areas for boarding houses referred to in the above table exclude any area used for the
purposes of a private kitchen or bathroom facilities.
GFA means gross floor area.
For residential land subdivision creating a lot or lots suitable for more than a single dwelling house
contributions, appropriate to the proposed or potential dwellings are payable.
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Petersham South Planning Precinct
Table 1.3 below sets out the section 94 contribution rates applicable. Where the contribution
amount shown in the right-hand ‘Total’ column exceeds $20,000, the applicable contribution
shall be $20,000.
Notes:

The contribution rates in Table 1.3 are the rates applicable at the date of commencement of this
Plan (i.e. 1 January 2014).
Rates under the Plan are indexed quarterly.
For the current indexed contribution rates refer to Council’s website.

Table 1.3 - Table of Section 94 Contribution Rates for the Petersham South Planning Precinct delineated
in section 1.6 of this Plan being the land bound by Trafalgar Street, Regent Street, Fisher Street and
Audley Street.

Note:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The room areas for boarding houses referred to in the above table any area used for the purposes of a
private kitchen or bathroom facilities.
GFA means gross floor area.
For residential land subdivision creating a lot or lots suitable for more than a single dwelling house
contributions, appropriate to the proposed or potential dwellings are payable.
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Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct
Table 1.4 below sets out the section 94 contribution rates applicable. Where the contribution
amount shown in the right-hand ‘Total’ column exceeds $20,000, the applicable contribution
shall be $20,000.
Notes:

The contribution rates in Table 1.4 are the rates applicable at the date of commencement of this
Plan (i.e. 1 January 2014).
Rates under the Plan are indexed quarterly.
For the current indexed contribution rates refer to Council’s website.

Table 1.4 - Table of Section 94 Contribution Rates for the Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct
delineated in section 1.6 of this Plan.

Note:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The room areas for boarding houses referred to in the above table exclude any area used for the
purposes of a private kitchen or bathroom facilities.
GFA means gross floor area.
For residential land subdivision creating a lot or lots suitable for more than a single dwelling house
contributions, appropriate to the proposed or potential dwellings are payable.
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Lewisham South Planning Precinct
Table 1.5 below sets out the section 94 contribution rates applicable. Where the contribution
amount shown in the right-hand ‘Total’ column exceeds $20,000, the applicable contribution
shall be $20,000.
Notes:

The contribution rates in Table 1.5 are the rates applicable at the date of commencement of this
Plan (i.e. 1 January 2014).
Rates under the Plan are indexed quarterly.
For the current indexed contribution rates refer to Council’s website.

Table 1.5 - Table of Section 94 Contribution Rates for the Lewisham South Planning Precinct delineated
in section 1.6 of this Plan.

Note:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The room areas for boarding houses referred to in the above table exclude any area used for the
purposes of a private kitchen or bathroom facilities.
GFA means gross floor area.
For residential land subdivision creating a lot or lots suitable for more than a single dwelling house
contributions, appropriate to the proposed or potential dwellings are payable.
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1.6 Summary Schedules of section 94A levies
Section 94A levies are applicable to all development where section 94 contributions are not
payable except for development of a type that may be exempted from the requirement to pay
section 94A levies as set out in section 2.17 of this Plan.
Section 94A levies are calculated as a percentage rate of the cost of development.
Clause 25j of the Regulation sets out how the cost of development must be determined and
this is set out in section 1.61.
In accordance with clause 25K of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation
2000 the applicable rates for calculating section 94A levies are as follows:
Table 1.6 Rates for calculating s94A levies

Cost of Development

Levy as a Percentage of the Cost of
Development

Up to and including $100,000

Nil

Over $100,000 up to and including $200,000

0.5%

Over $200,000

1%

1.61 Determination of proposed cost of development for the purposes of calculating a
section 94A levy
The cost of development for the purpose of a calculating a section 94A levy is to be determined
by Council and may be based upon information supplied by an applicant. In determining the
proposed cost of carrying out development Council may have regard to an estimate prepared by
an expert such as a quantity surveyor.
The Cost of development is determined by adding up all the costs and expenses that have been
or are to be incurred by the applicant in carrying out the development, including the following:
(a) If the development involves the erection of a building, or the carrying out of
engineering or construction work—the costs of or incidental to erecting the building,
or carrying out the work, including the costs (if any) of and incidental to demolition,
excavation and site preparation, decontamination or remediation,
(b) If the development involves a change of use of land—the costs of or incidental to
doing anything necessary to enable the use of the land to be changed,
(c) If the development involves the subdivision of land—the costs of or incidental to
preparing, executing and registering the plan of subdivision and any related
covenants, easements or other rights.
The following costs and expenses are not to be included in any estimate or determination of the
proposed cost of carrying out development:
(a) the cost of the land on which the development is to be carried out,
(b) the costs of any repairs to any building or works on the land that are to be retained in
connection with the development,
10

(c) the costs associated with marketing or financing the development (including interest
on any loans),
(d) the costs associated with legal work carried out or to be carried out in connection
with the development,
(e) project management costs associated with the development,
(f) the cost of building insurance in respect of the development,
(g) the costs of fittings and furnishings, including any refitting or refurbishing, associated
with the development (except where the development involves an enlargement,
expansion or intensification of a current use of land),
(h) the costs of commercial stock inventory,
(i) any taxes, levies or charges (other than GST) paid or payable in connection with the
development by or under any law,
(j) the costs of enabling access by disabled persons in respect of the development,
(k) the costs of energy and water efficiency measures associated with the development,
(l) the cost of any development that is provided as affordable housing,
(m) the costs of any development that is the adaptive reuse of a heritage item.
The proposed cost of carrying out development is to be adjusted at the time of payment as set
out in Section 2.15 of this Plan.
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1.7 Maps of land to which contributions are applicable
Map of the Marrickville LGA
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Maps of St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct

Above: St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct outlined in black
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Map of Petersham South Planning Precinct

Above: Petersham South Planning Precinct outlined in black
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Map of Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct

Above: Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct outlined in black
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Map of Lewisham South Planning Precinct

Above: Lewisham South Planning Precinct outlined in black
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1.8 Works Program
Works will be carried out across the Marrickville LGA as set out in the schedules below.

Above: Map of Marrickville LGA
Schedule 1.8.1: Planning Precinct Land Dedication and Access Works

WORKS PROGRAM: PLANNING PRECINCT LAND DEDICATION and ACCESS WORKS
Facility
Petersham Masterplan Area
Lewisham Masterplan Area
Marrickville Masterplan Area
St Peters Masterplan Area
Totals

Cost
$
$
$
$
$

152,750
43,550
287,950
971,100
1,455,350
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Cost
Apportionment
Cost
Works
Apportioned
to
Apportioned
to
Priority
to Council
Development
Development
100%
$ 152,750 $
1
100%
$
43,550 $
1
100%
$ 287,950 $
1
100%
$ 971,100 $
1
$ 1,455,350 $
-

Schedule 1.8.2: Traffic Facilities Works

WORKS PROGRAM: TRAFFIC FACILITIES
Facility

Cost

Cost
Apportionment
Cost
Apportioned
to
Apportioned
to
Development
to Council
Development

LATM Schemes (Review and Implementation)
Dulwich Hill (North)
$
150,000
13.89%
East Marrickville
$
150,000
13.89%
West Marrickville
$
150,000
13.89%
Riverside
$
150,000
13.89%
St Peters
$
950,000
100.00%
Newington
$
150,000
13.89%
Newtown
$
150,000
13.89%
Henson
$
150,000
13.89%
Stanmore (South)
$
150,000
13.89%
Dulwich Hill (South)
$
150,000
13.89%
Enmore
$
150,000
13.89%
Marrickville
$
150,000
13.89%
$
13.89%
Lewisham
150,000
Morton Park
$
150,000
13.89%
Petersham (North)
$
150,000
13.89%
Camperdown
$
150,000
13.89%
Sydenham
$
150,000
13.89%
Stanmore (North)
$
150,000
13.89%
Marrickville (South)
$
150,000
13.89%
Local Roadworks & Traffic Management & Measures Adjacent to Regional Roads
Stanmore/Enmore Road
$
100,000
75%
Illawarra Road/Addison Road
$
100,000
75%
Old Canterbury Road/New Canterbury Road
$
100,000
80%
New Canterbury Road/Gordon/Livingston Sts
$
100,000
80%
New Canterbury Road/Crystal and Shaw Streets $
100,000
80%
Railway Terrace/West Street
$
100,000
80%
Intersection Upgrades
Enmore/Addison Road
$
200,000
75%
Gannon Street and Princes Highway
$ 1,000,000
20.00%
Totals
$ 5,450,000
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Works
Priority

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
950,000
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163

2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
4
3
3
2
2
2
3
4
5
5

$
$
$
$
$
$

75,000
75,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
80,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

25,000
25,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

3
4
5
1
2
2

$
150,000 $
50,000
$
200,000 $
800,000
$ 2,145,061 $ 3,304,939

1
2

Schedule 1.8.3: Recreation Facilities Works

WORKS PROGRAM RECREATION FACILITIES
Facility

Cost

Land acquisition passive parks
Land acquisition active parks
Embellishment to active parks
Embellishment to active parks synthetic surface
Embellishment to passive parks
Public domain village centre plazas
Public domain youth activity Plaza
Public domain Green Street program
Public domain accessible pathways extension
Indoor sport additional court
Aquatics Centres (cost recovery)
Totals

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

23,700,000
20,535,000
2,700,000
4,000,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
1,000,000
4,500,000
1,000,000
2,100,000
22,900,000
102,435,000

Cost
Apportionment
Apportioned
to
to
Development
Development
100%
$ 23,700,000
100%
$ 20,535,000
100%
$ 2,700,000
100%
$ 4,000,000
100%
$ 10,000,000
100%
$ 10,000,000
100%
$ 1,000,000
100%
$ 4,500,000
100%
$ 1,000,000
100%
$ 2,100,000
12.20%
$ 2,793,080
$ 82,328,080

Cost
Apportioned
to Council

Works
Priority

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 22,900,000
$ 22,900,000

2
1
1
3
2
5
3
2
2
3
1

Schedule 1.8.4: Community Facilities Works

WORKS PROGRAM: COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Facility
General community facilities - 2 halls
Library facilities
Childcare centre
Totals

Cost
$ 5,400,000
$ 27,100,000
$ 2,500,000
$ 35,000,000

Cost
Apportionment
Apportioned
to
to
Development
Development
100%
$ 5,400,000
100%/12.2% $ 4,068,176
100%
$ 2,500,000
$ 11,968,176

Cost
Apportioned
to Council
$
$ 23,031,824
$
$ 23,031,824

Works
Priority
3
1
2

Works Priority
Entries in the Works Priority column represent the priorities with which infrastructure works will be
undertaken using the numbers 1 to 5 where “1” represents the highest priority and “5” the lowest
priority. These numbers are used to indicate how available funds might be channelled to carry out the
most urgent works first before other less urgent works. All works will be carried out in order of works
priority as soon as sufficient funds are available.
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PART 2 - ADMINISTRATION
2.1 Name of this Plan
This Plan may be referred to as "Marrickville Section 94/94A Contributions Plan 2014".
This Plan authorises the consent authority to charge s94 contributions and section 94A
levies in the manner set out in this Plan.
This Plan has been prepared in accordance with Division 6 of Part 4 of the Environment
Planning & Assessment Act 1979, Part 4 of the Environment Planning & Assessment
Regulation 2000 and Development Contributions Practice Note published by the former
Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources in July 2005, case law and
other guidelines such as the Section 94 Contributions Plan Manual (Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning, Second Edition, 1997).

2.2 Land to which this Plan applies
This section 94/94A contributions plan relates to the whole of the Marrickville Local
Government Area (LGA).
Some sections of this Plan relate to specific Planning Precinct development areas within the
Marrickville LGA that are the subject of masterplans. These specific areas are delineated in
maps and are the St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct, the Petersham South Planning
Precinct, the Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct and the Lewisham South Planning
Precinct. Each of these Planning Precincts has particular section 94 contribution
requirements different from the non-Planning Precinct areas of the Marrickville LGA.

2.3 Terminology used in this Plan
This Plan uses the following definitions:
Act means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Cap means the limitation of $20,000 per dwelling or per subdivided residential allotment
provided in the section 94E Direction by the Minister of Planning and Infrastructure dated 21
August 2012 or such updated directions of similar intent issued by the Minister from time to
time. Clause 26 (3) of the Regulation prohibits Council from approving a contributions plan
that is inconsistent with a section 94E direction. The Practice Note issued by the Department
of Planning dated 23 November 2010 requires all contribution plans seeking to charge
section 94 contributions in excess of $20,000 per dwelling or residential subdivided allotment
to be referred to IPART before being advertised.
Development Application has the same meaning as in the Act.
Development Contribution includes in general usage contributions under both section 94 and
section 94A of the Act, However in this Plan, in accordance with the terminology of the Act,
they are generally referred to respectively as section 94 contributions and section 94A
levies.
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Practice Note means the Development Contributions Practice Notes published by the former
Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources in July 2005 and on 23
November 2010.
Public Facilities means public infrastructure, facilities, amenities and services
Public includes a section of the public
Public Benefit is a benefit enjoyed by the public as a consequence of a development
contribution.
Regulation means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.

2.4 Purpose of this Plan
This Plan is a section 94/94A contributions plan that has been prepared for the following
purposes:
(a) To authorise the consent authority to impose conditions of consent under the
provisions of section 94 of the Act requiring the payment of section 94
contributions,
(b)

to authorise the consent authority to impose conditions of consent under the
provisions of section 94A of the Act requiring the payment of section 94A levies
where section 94 contributions are not charged,

(c)

to require accredited certifiers to impose conditions on complying development
certificates requiring the payment of section 94 contributions or section 94A
levies as are appropriate in accordance with this Plan,

(d)

to seek to ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided to
meet the expected increase in demand resulting from new development to the
extent permitted by the contributions cap,

(e)

to provide an administrative framework for the implementation and coordination
of strategies for the provision of public facilities and services,

(f)

to meet the regulatory requirements of the Act and Regulation,

(g)

to provide transparency and a comprehensive strategy for the assessment,
collection, expenditure, accounting and review of development contributions,

(h)

to ensure to the greatest extent possible within the limitation of the
contributions cap that facilities and services are provided in an equitable way
that do not unfairly burden the existing community with the cost of meeting the
needs of future development, and

(i)

to enable Council to be both publicly and financially accountable in its
assessment and administration of development contributions.

This Plan seeks to clearly document the following:
o

The section 94 contribution amounts and section 94A levy rates,

o

the nexus between the anticipated increased demand for public
facilities and services from the projected additional development and
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the infrastructure works proposed to address, to the extent that the
contributions cap allows, that increased demand,
o
o

the works programs on which the section 94 contributions will be spent,
and
how the costs of the works for which section 94 contributions are
charged is to be apportioned between Council and developers.

The works programs on which section 94A levies will be spent are not shown in this Plan.
The funds raised from s94A levies will be spent on public facilities and services other than
the facilities and services for which section 94 contributions are charged and as decided by
Council when determining its annual works programs.
This Plan is a public document for use by Council, private certifiers, ratepayers, developers
and the general public and to the greatest extent possible is sought to be presented in plain
English.

2.5 Period of operation of this Plan
Pursuant to clause 31(4) of the Regulation this Section 94/94A Contributions Plan
commenced in accordance with the publication of public notice on 1 January 2014.
It is expected to be in force for a period of between 5 and 10 years but will be reviewed and
amended as required within this time.
In accordance with the provisions of clause 32(3) of the Regulation, this Plan may be
amended at any time to address minor typographical corrections, change contribution rates
to reflect quarterly or annual indexing variations or to omit details of completed works.
This Plan may be superseded by another contribution plan or by a modified or updated
version of this Plan.
This Plan will cease with the first to occur of the following:
(a) the elapsing of a period of 10 years from the date of commencement of this Plan, or
(b) this Plan is superseded by another contribution plan or by a modified or updated
version of this Plan, or
(c) this Plan is repealed in accordance with the requirements of the Regulation or other
legislative provision that allows such repeal.

2.6 Relationship to other plans and policies
This section 94/94A contributions plan has been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Act, the Regulation, the Practice Note, case law and guidelines such as
the Section 94 Contributions Plan Manual (Department of Urban Affairs and Planning,
Second Edition, 1997).
This Plan supersedes (but does not repeal) Marrickville Section 94/94A Contributions Plan
2004 (“CP 2004”).
Monies levied pursuant to section 94A of the Act and held under CP 2004 will be transferred
to this Plan.
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Monies levied pursuant to section 94 of the Act and held under CP 2004 shall be
administered in accordance with CP 2004.
This Plan applies to all development within the Marrickville LGA. Development that would
result in an increased demand for facilities and services is subject to the payment of section
94 contributions under the provisions of this Plan and other development is subject to the
payment of section 94A levies except where development is of a type that is given specific
exemption (see Section 2.17) under this Plan.
This Plan relates to all development, particularly but not exclusively to development under
the provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and Marrickville DCP 2011 and/or State and regional
planning policies.

2.7 What are section 94 contributions and section 94A levies?
Section 94 Contributions
Section 94 of the Act authorises the consent authority, to grant development consent (being
consent to a development application or the issue of a complying development certificate),
with a condition requiring the payment of reasonable section 94 contributions where it is
satisfied that development will increase the demand for public amenities and services.
Section 94 contributions may be in the form of either
(a) The dedication of land free of cost, or
(b) The payment of a monetary contribution, or both.
Council may accept a material public benefit in part or full satisfaction of section 94
contribution requirements. The material public benefit must be public facilities that are
acceptable to Council. A section 94 contribution may be towards the provisions of new or
amended public facilities and services or to recoup the cost of those Council has already
provided in anticipation of the needs of new development.
Section 94 contributions are only applicable to any increase in demand and thus to the
extent of any increase in development on a site for which section 94 contributions were paid.
Section 94EC of the Act authorises this Plan to require an accredited certifier that has
received an application for a complying development certificate, to impose a condition
requiring the payment of monetary section 94 contributions or section 94A levies in
accordance with the requirements of this Plan. Section 2.13 of this Plan sets out the
requirements for accredited certifiers.

Section 94A Levies
Section 94A of the Act authorises the consent authority, to grant development consent, with
a condition requiring the payment of a section 94A levy which is payment of a percentage of
the cost of development. Such levies may be applicable regardless of whether there is any
increase in the extent of development and regardless of whether there is any demand
change.
Clause 25K of the Regulation sets the maximum percentage rate that may be charged,
however the Minister may give a direction under section 94E(1)(d) authorising a higher
percentage rate.
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The Act allows the charging of either a section 94 contribution or a section 94A levy as
conditions of a development consent, but not both.
In this Plan section 94 contributions are required where there is an increase in demand for
public facilities and services and section 94A levies are generally charged if a development
does not attract section 94 contributions. There are some development types however that
are charged neither section 94 contributions nor section 94A levies (see Section 2.17
Exemptions).
Clause 25J of the Regulation sets out how the cost of development to which the percentage
rate for section 94A levies is applied is to be determined.
Table 1.6 in Part 1 of this Plan sets out the scale of section 94A rates that apply according to
the cost of development. The maximum rate applicable is 1% of the cost of development.

Provision of a Material Public Benefit
Council may at its discretion consider accepting from an applicant the offer of a material
public benefit for the full or partial satisfaction of section 94 contribution or section 94A levy
requirements.
The material public benefit may constitute part of Council's public works program in which
case it is termed works in kind. It may however be the provision of public facilities that are
not part of Council's works program such as the construction of amenities, the provision of
part of a building or the embellishment of open space.
Council may accept a land dedication or material public benefit in full or partial settlement of
a requirement to pay section 94 contributions for section 94A levies in the following
circumstances:
(a) The value of the works undertaken as agreed by Council is at least equal to the value
of the contribution or levy that would otherwise be required; and
(b) The standard of works is to Councils full satisfaction; and
(c) No detriment will be caused to the cost, timing or efficiency of implementation of the
facilities and services proposed to be provided in this Plan; and
(d) No detriment will be caused to the community, Council or other developers.
The applicant must provide to Council at the time of the request, the value of the land or
works to be substituted as independently certified by respectively a registered valuer who is
registered with the Australian Institute of Valuers and Land Economists or is a registered
quantity surveyor who is registered with the Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors or a
person who can demonstrate equivalent qualifications.
To accept an offer of a material public benefit, Council will require the offer to include that
the applicant will enter into a legally binding written planning agreement for the dedication of
land or the provision of the works. Security is required for the full amount or value of the
contribution and may be required by way of a bank guarantee in the way that is set out for
deferred payments in this Plan.
The security will be discharged when the provision of the full amount of the material public
benefit or land dedication is completed. Where the provision of a material public benefit or
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the land dedication comprise part of the total contribution due, the balance of the contribution
must be paid when due.
In exceptional circumstances, where Council’s valuation of a material public benefit exceeds
the contribution due and where Council agrees to accept such a material public benefit, a
credit for future section 94 contributions or section 94A levies for development within the
Marrickville LGA may be provided by Council or at Council’s discretion a refund may be paid
for the excess of Council valuation over contribution due.

Voluntary Planning Agreements
Another option for providing the contributions necessary to deliver the additional public
facilities and services necessary to meet the needs of development is a voluntary planning
agreement. Voluntary planning agreements offer a very flexible approach to address a wider
range of demands including demands that arise from particular developments and possibly
previously unforeseen demand.
Voluntary planning agreements may be used in conjunction with this Plan to provide the
community infrastructure necessary as a result of development.

2.8 Basic principles that apply to section 94 contributions and
section 94A levies
This section 94/94A contributions plan has been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Act, the Regulation, the Practice Note, case law and other guidelines
such as the Section 94 Contributions Plan Manual (Department of Urban Affairs and
Planning, Second Edition, 1997).
These statutes, decisions and documents embody a number of principles that in particular
apply to section 94 contributions and this Plan is prepared in accordance with those
principles. While this Plan is also prepared in accordance with the requirements for charging
section 94A levies, the requirements for charging section 94A levies are relatively simple
compared to the more complex and stringent requirements for charging section 94
contributions.
Section 94 contributions are usually only imposed for the capital cost of public facilities and
services that are likely to be required as a consequence of, or to facilitate new development
rather than recurrent items such as maintenance.
The capital costs for which contributions are charged can include the following:
(a) The cost of administration of this Plan, the detail design of required works and the
supervision of works to provide infrastructure,
(b) costs of planning studies involved in the preparation, review and revision of this
Plan,
(c) consultant costs and non-recurrent staff costs for the preparation, review and
revision of this section 94/94A plan, and
(d) road maintenance where excessive wear and tear will be caused by a
development.
This Plan authorises contributions towards the capital cost of public infrastructure however
there are no section 94 contributions required for road maintenance.
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Apportionment
Apportionment is appropriately dividing the cost of the infrastructure among the various
users from whom the demand arises so that a development only pays its proportionate
share.
Under the provisions of section 94(1), section 94 contributions can only be charged where a
development will or is likely to require the provision of or increase the demand for
infrastructure. In accordance with this, anticipated new development in this Plan is charged
only that part of the cost of facilities and services that is in proportion to the relative demand
estimated to be created from such development. It should be noted however that while the
section 94 contributions cap is in force, Council will likely be prevented from receiving the full
funds necessary to provide facilities and services that meet the need arising from the
increase in demand from new development.

Nexus
One aspect of demonstrating demand is showing the nexus or connection between a
proposed development and facilities and services for which contributions are to be charged.
Nexus is one of the core principles of section 94 contributions. There are three aspects of
nexus:
(a) Causal – the logical or causal connection between the new development and the
need for the infrastructure.
(b) Spatial – the locational connection between development and the location of the
proposed infrastructure.
(c) Temporal – the connection in time between the proposed infrastructure and
anticipated development. The works programs set out in this Plan provide the
proposed timing connection by the assignment of a works priority.

Reasonableness
A requirement for imposing s94 contributions is reasonableness. Contributions and hence
the justification and methods for imposing them have to be reasonable.
The Newbury case is often cited as the established case for the basic test of the validity of a
development contribution. The contribution must:
(a) be for a planning purpose,
(b) fairly and reasonably relate to the subject development, and
(c) be reasonable in that a reasonable planning authority, duly appreciating its statutory
duties, might impose it.
A core consideration in the preparation of all aspects of this Plan and imposing section 94
contribution requirements is ensuring that the projections, assumptions, the proposed public
facilities and services, the process of determining contributions and the contribution amounts
themselves are reasonable.
The section 94 contributions imposed in this Plan are not to fill any existing lack or shortfall
in the provision of public facilities and services for the existing population, but to provide
infrastructure to an appropriate and reasonable standard of provision for the additional
population in new development within the limitation of the contributions cap.
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2.9 What can section 94 contributions and s94A levies be used
for?
The section 94 contributions received by Council under the provisions of this Plan are for the
specified infrastructure works set out in this Plan. Such contributions will be held and
accounted for by Council (as set out in sections 2.10 and 2.11 of this Plan) and put towards
the works specified in this Plan.
The section 94A levies received by Council under the provisions of this Plan will be held and
accounted for by Council (as set out in sections 2.10 and 2.11 of this Plan) and put towards
works, other than the works for which section 94 contributions are received, on Council's
public works program as decided from time to time by Council.

2.10
How is Council accountable for section 94 contributions
and section 94A levies?
Council will provide transparency and accountability in the levying and accounting for
development contributions as set out in this section.

Accounting
Sections 93E(1) and 93E(4) of the Act require Council to hold any monetary section 94
contributions or section 94A levies that are paid in accordance with conditions of a
development consent , a complying development certificate or planning agreement, together
with any interest earned from their investment, for the purposes for which the payment was
required, and apply the money towards those purposes within a reasonable time.
Section 93E(3) similarly requires land dedicated to be made available for the purpose for
which it was dedicated within a reasonable time.
Clause 35(1) of the Regulation requires Council to maintain accounting records that allow
monetary section 94 contributions, section 94A levies, and any additional amounts earned
from their investment, to be distinguished from all other money held by the Council. In
addition, clause 35(3) requires Council to disclose in its annual financial report amounts
received as section 94 contributions and section 94A levies and amounts expended for each
public facility and service, opening and closing balances and Councils outstanding
obligations under this Plan.
Clause 35(2) of the Regulation requires Council to maintain accounting records that indicate
the various public amenities and services for which expenditure is authorised under this
Plan, the monetary section 94 contributions or section 94A levies received for each of the
public amenities and services, any pooling of funds and the amount spent for the various
public amenities and services in accordance with this Plan.
Council will maintain appropriate accounting records in accordance with those requirements.
Clause 37 of the Regulation requires Council to have publicly available for inspection free of
charge the following:
o

Each current section 94 contribution plan,

o

Annual statements for each contribution plan,

o

A contributions register.
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The Contributions Register shows details of monies received in accordance with the
provisions of this and previous contributions plans for each development consent for each
public facility and service.
For this Plan, the Contributions Register will show the amount of section 94 contributions
that is attributable to each public facility and service for each consent for which contributions
are levied. For section 94A levies charged under this Plan, the amount levied for each
development consent will be shown.

2.11

Pooling of contributions

Section 93E(2) of the Act allows monetary contributions received from developers as section
94 contributions, section 94A levies and under the terms of a planning agreement to be
pooled and applied progressively toward the provision of the public facilities and services set
out in this Plan.
A planning agreement however may specify that the monies received under the terms of
such agreement are not to be pooled. In such cases any amounts specified as not to be
pooled will be excluded from any pooling.
Consistent with the requirements of section 93E(1) of the Act, where the money held for one
particular facility or service is pooled in order to allow the provision of a another facility or
service in a more timely way, the pooled money will be repaid so that it can be applied
towards its original purpose within a reasonable time.
Council will maintain accounting records of the pooling of contributions.

2.12
Section 94 contributions and section 94A levies with
voluntary planning agreements
Planning agreements are negotiated between developers and Councils in the context of
specific proposals by developers for changes to environmental planning instruments or for
consent to carry out development.
Planning agreements have the potential to be used in a wide variety of circumstances to
achieve many different planning outcomes. The provisions of this Plan seek to work in
harmony with voluntary planning agreements.
A planning agreement may, or may not, partly or fully exclude the application of section 94 or
section 94A to development the subject of a planning agreement.
Where a planning agreement partly or fully excludes the application of section 94 or section
94A, then section 93F(5) of the Act precludes Council from imposing a condition of
development consent requiring the payment of section 94 or section 94A contributions
except to the extent that a planning agreement provides for the payment of such
contributions.
Section 79C of the Act requires the consent authority to take into consideration when
determining a development application a number of matters including at 79C(1)(a)(iiia) the
following:
Any planning agreement that has been entered into under section 93F, or any draft
planning agreement that a developer has offered to enter into under section 93F.
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Where a planning agreement excludes the application in any part of section 94 or section
94A contributions, Council or the Minister must be a party to that agreement (S93F(3A)).
Section 94(6) of the Act requires the consent authority to take into account any land,
monetary or material public benefit elsewhere contributed by the applicant within the area
where an adjoining area other than:
a)

A benefit provided as a condition of the grant of development consent under this
Act, or

b)

A benefit excluded under the terms of a planning agreement (section 93F(6)).

Council will consider an appropriate level of overall contribution and what measures are
required to mitigate or compensate for the impact of development in making decisions as to
what will be an acceptable level of contribution in the circumstance of each case.
Where the application of s94 or s94A of the Act to development is not excluded by a
planning agreement, contributions under the provisions of this Plan will be applicable in the
usual way.
Council’s policy on voluntary planning agreements sets out the requirements in regard to
such agreements.

2.13

Requirements and obligations for accredited certifiers

complying development certificates
In accordance with section 94EC(1) of the Act, this Plan requires that an accredited certifier
must, when issuing a complying development certificate, impose as a condition of that
certificate a requirement that the section 94 contributions or section 94A levies as set out in
this Plan are paid in full in accordance with the requirements of this Plan (section 2.14 of this
Plan requires that all section 94 contributions or section 94A levies payable are, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by Council, paid in full before the first to occur of the
commencement of any works or the issue of a construction certificate).
The section 94 contributions or section 94A levies payable at the date of this Plan are set out
in the Summary Schedules in Part 1 of this Plan. Contributions imposed must be indexed to
the date of payment as set out in this Plan.
In accordance with section 94(1)(b) of the Act, an accredited certifier can impose a condition
only for the payment of monetary section 94 contributions or section 94A levies. Where other
forms of contribution are required under the provisions of this Plan, an accredited certifier
must not issue a complying development certificate until arrangements have been made with
Council and confirmed in writing by Council to the effect that all non-monetary contribution
requirements have been met.
For example, where application is made to an accredited certifier for a complying
development certificate for development on a site nominated in this Plan as requiring the
dedication of land such as for a road or pathway widening or acquisition, then an accredited
certifier must not issue a complying development certificate until arrangements have been
made with Council and confirmed in writing by Council for the dedication of such land.
Where land dedication is required, monetary contributions and levies as set out in this Plan
will still be required as a condition of any complying development certificate issued unless
otherwise advised by Council.
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It is the professional responsibility of accredited certifiers to accurately calculate the section
94 contribution or section 94A levy amount and to apply the contribution or levy condition
correctly. Where an accredited certifier is uncertain as to what total contributions or levies
are applicable to development, application must be made to Council for confirmation in
writing of the contributions or levies applicable.
A complying development certificate issued by an accredited certifier must also comply with
the following requirements:
(a) The conditions imposed must be consistent with Council’s standard section 94
consent conditions in the case of section 94 contributions and Council's standard
section 94A levy conditions in the case of section 94A levies, and
(b) any condition imposed requiring the payment of monetary contributions or levies
must also require that such contributions and levies are indexed in accordance with
this Plan to the date of payment, and
(c) there are no deferred or periodic payments authorised unless agreement with
Council for such deferred or periodic payments for the particular case is first
obtained in writing, and
(d) the complying development certificate requires payments to be made at times set
out in section 2.14 of this Plan, and
(e) there are no bank guarantees involved unless contributions other than monetary
contributions are required under the provisions of this Plan and Council has agreed
in writing to a bank guarantee and Council has advised in writing that the bank
guarantee is in place, and
(f) any condition of consent required by Council in relation to non-monetary
contributions are included as consent conditions in any complying development
certificate issued, and
(g) contributions have been calculated in accordance with the Summary Tables in Part
1 of this Plan following all projections and assumptions provided in this Plan about
residential and other occupancy rates, populations, areas, standards and methods
of calculating contributions or Council has advised in writing of the appropriate
contributions for the development.

Construction Certificates
In accordance with the provisions of section 94EC of the Act and clause 146 of the
Regulation, a certifying authority must not issue a construction certificate for building or
subdivision work under a development consent unless it has verified that each condition of
the development consent including the payment of monetary contributions or levies has
been satisfied.
The certifier must ensure that the applicant provides a receipt or receipts confirming that
contributions and levies have been fully paid. Copies of such receipt or receipts must, in
accordance with clause 142 (2) of the Regulation, be included in copies of the certified plans
provided to Council.
Where the provision of works comprising a material public benefit such as works in kind has
been agreed by Council or the dedication of land is required then a certifier must not issue a
construction certificate until Council has confirmed in writing that the provision of such
requirements has been satisfied in full.
If alternative payment methods such as deferred or periodic payments has been agreed by
Council, then the certifier must ensure that such an alternative arrangement is provided in
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writing and Council has certified in writing that all requirements in this regard had been met
before issuing a construction certificate. Copies of all such advice and certification must be
included with the copies of certified plans provided to Council.

2.14

Timing and methods of payments Monetary

The payment of monetary section 94 contributions and section 94A levies, unless otherwise
agreed with Council in writing, is to be made at the following stages:
-

For works requiring a construction certificate:
Before the issue of the construction certificate.

-

For works requiring a complying development certificate:
Before the commencement of any works.

-

For development that involves subdivision only:
Before whichever is the first to occur of the issue of any construction certificate
related to the site works or the issue of a subdivision certificate.

-

For development that involves both construction and subdivision:
Before whichever is the first to occur of the issue of any construction certificate or
the issue of a subdivision certificate.

-

For all other development:
Before whichever is the first to occur of the issue of an occupation certificate or the
commencement of the use.

Methods of payment of monetary contributions
Payment of monetary section 94 contributions or 94A levies will only be accepted by the
following methods:
o

Cash;

o

Bank cheque from a major Australian bank;

o

EFPTOS;

o

Credit Card

Note: Personal cheques will not be accepted.

Land dedication
The dedication of land free of cost to Council from specific development sites is a
requirement in this Plan for the sites as set out in the maps to this Plan and for the reasons
as set out in Part 4 of this Plan.
The dedication of land, unless otherwise agreed in writing by Council, is to take place at the
following stages:
-

For works requiring a construction certificate:
Before the issue of the construction certificate

-

For works requiring a complying development certificate:
Before the commencement of any works

-

For development that involves subdivision only:
Before whichever is the first to occur of the issue of any construction certificate
related to the site works or the issue of a subdivision certificate
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-

For development that involves both construction and subdivision:
Before whichever is the first to occur of the issue of any construction certificate or
the issue of a subdivision certificate

-

For all other development:
Before whichever is the first to occur of the issue of an occupation certificate or
the commencement of the use.

Council may also at it’s discretion consider accepting from an applicant land dedication for
the full or partial satisfaction of section 94 contribution requirements.

Provision of a material public benefit
Where Council at its discretion decides to accept from an applicant the offer of a material
public benefit (including the dedication of land) the timing of provision shall be in accordance
with the agreement entered into with Council for the provision of that material public benefit.
Where a material public benefit only partially satisfies a requirement for the payment of
section 94 contributions or section 94A levies, then unless it is otherwise set out in the
agreement, the balance of the amount of the section 94 contribution or section 94A levy shall
be paid in full as required in this Plan.
Security is required for the full amount or value of the material public benefit and may be
required by way of a bank guarantee in the way that is set out below in this section of this
Plan for deferred payments. The security will be discharged when the provision of the full
amount of the material public benefit is complete.
In exceptional circumstances, where Council’s valuation of a material public benefit exceeds
the contribution due and where Council agrees to accept such a material public benefit, a
credit for future section 94 contributions or section 94A levies for development within the
Marrickville LGA may be provided by Council or at Council’s discretion a refund may be paid
for the excess of Council valuation over contribution due.

Deferred payments
Council may at its discretion where the circumstances of a particular case are considered to
warrant it (where in the opinion of Council the payment of contributions as elsewhere set out
in this Plan would be unreasonable, unnecessary or unjustified in the circumstances), permit
the payment of contributions under this Plan by deferred or periodic payments.
Circumstances where this may be acceptable are:
1. You have entered into a legally binding voluntary planning agreement with Council
for the dedication of land or to provide a material public benefit or works in kind in full
or partial satisfaction of a section 94 contribution or section 94A levy requirement,
and
2. you have applied in writing to Council requesting deferred or periodic payments and
Council is satisfied that:
(a) There are valid reasons for permitting deferred or periodic payments, and
(b) No detriment will be caused to the cost, timing or efficiency of implementation
of the facilities and services proposed to be provided in this Plan, and
(c) No detriment will be caused to the community, Council or other developers.
Council will consider other circumstances where deferred or periodic payments may be
acceptable on a case-by-case basis.
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Where deferred or periodic payments are agreed to by Council for a particular case the
following conditions shall apply:
1. The full contribution amount due or outstanding at any time under deferred of
periodic payment arrangements plus interest and charges associated with
establishing or operating a bank guarantee shall be supported by a bank guarantee
from a major Australian bank,
2. the bank guarantee must comply with the following:
(a) It is unconditional without an expiry date and includes an amount calculated
by Council for loss of interest for a period as agreed by Council but not less
than a minimum period of thirteen (13) months together with the cost of
implementing, maintaining and administering the deferred or periodic
payment arrangement in addition to the full amount of contributions due or
outstanding, and
(b) it must be able to be drawn on by Council at any time that monetary
contributions, land dedications or the provision of a material public benefit are
not completed as agreed with Council, and
(c) it must be able to be drawn on by Council unconditionally at any time without
recourse to the applicant or land owner or regardless of any dispute,
controversy, issue or a matter relating to the development consent however
Council may agree to a minimum period before drawing on a bank guarantee.
3. the amount of the bank guarantee may at Council’s discretion be amended to adjust
for reduced or increased contributions and charges or to reduce interest charges for
early payment,
4. the bank guarantee will be discharged when payment to the Council is made in
accordance with the guarantee or all commitments to Council by the applicant or land
owner have been met or when Council notifies the bank in writing that the guarantee
is no longer required,
5. the bank guarantee must be such that all bank charges and other costs of setting up
and maintaining it are met by the applicant,
6. the amount of any contribution that remains outstanding shall be charged interest in
accordance with the formula provided below. Interest shall be calculated from the
date a contribution was due until the date of payment,
7. the period of deferral of contributions or over which periodic contributions are made
shall be as agreed by Council and the applicant and may be altered or amended with
Council agreement.

Interest calculation
The total amount of payment due for deferred payments is calculated according to the
formula:
T = C (1+I)N + A
Where:
T
is the total amount of payment due and therefore the amount of the bank
guarantee
C

is the section 94 contribution or section 94A levy due under this Plan or the
value of the land dedication, material public benefit or works in kind to be
provided and covered by the bank guarantee

I

is the current overdraft interest rate expressed as a percentage
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A

is the cost to Council of administering the particular case of deferred or
periodic payments

N

is the period of deferral in years.

The total amount due for periodic payments is also calculated using the above formula
except that the total amount of contribution due is calculated by adding the separate
amounts calculated for all the reduced balances that occur as payments are made.

2.15

Indexing of payments

The works program proposed under this Plan requires works to be carried out at some time
in the future. The estimates of cost that have been provided in this Plan for works to be
carried out are the costs as at the date this Plan commenced. The actual cost to carry out
the works program will be subject to factors such as inflation, cost variations due to scarce
resources, changing technology and other factors.
This Plan will be subject to review at which time cost variations can be re-assessed.
however in accordance with clause 32(3)(b) of the Regulation in order to account for the
general increases in cost due to inflation, the section 94 contributions levied under this Plan
for works to be carried out and the cost of works used for calculating section 94A levies will
be subject to indexation from a base date which is the date of commencement of this Plan to
the time of payment of a contribution or levy.
Where Council charges section 94 contributions for the recoupment of costs for public
facilities and services already provided in preparation for or to facilitate new development,
such contributions will be indexed in accordance with clause 25i of the Regulation on a
quarterly basis in accordance with the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney
provided by the Australian Statistician. The recoupment cost will be indexed from the date of
commencement of this Plan to the date of payment of contribution. Where a public facility or
service is provided some time (up to 5 years) before the commencement of this Plan, the
cost of the public facility or service used in this Plan to calculate a recoupment contribution
will be the actual cost indexed in accordance with the Consumer Price Index (All Groups
Index) for Sydney provided by the Australian Statistician to the date of commencement of
this Plan.
Both section 94 contributions for works to be carried out and the cost of development on
which section 94A levies are based will be indexed on a quarterly basis to the time of
payment. The cost of development on which section 94A levies are based and all but 2 items
in the section 94 works program will be indexed in accordance with the Consumer Price
Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney provided by the Australian Statistician.
Section 94 contributions for the acquisition of land will be indexed in accordance with the
Australian Bureau of Statistics Established House Price Index for Sydney (HPI). Only 2 items
in the section 94 works program will be indexed in accordance with the HPI. They are land
acquisition passive parks and land acquisition active parks in the Recreation Facilities works
program.
In indexing the cost of development to calculate indexed section 94A levies, Council will not
change the percentage of the levy that is applicable. That is, if the applicable rate at the time
the certificate or approval is issued is 0.5% for development costing up to and including
$200,000, then the rate used for calculating the section 94A levy will remain at 0.5% even if
the indexed cost of development increases to over $200,000 where a 1% levy is applicable.
Development costing $100,000 or less to which a nil rate of section 94A levy is applicable
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will still not be charged a section 94A levy even though the indexed cost of development
may exceed $100,000.
Council will index section 94 contributions on a quarterly basis and publish section 94
contribution rates updated to the latest quarter on its website. It should be noted however
that such published information will provide section 94 contributions only to the current
quarter and contribution amounts will be further indexed on a quarterly basis to the time of
payment if not paid in that quarter.
The formula for indexing section 94 contributions for works to be carried out and the cost of
works used in calculating section 94A levies is as follows:
Contribution amount

=

C

X ( 1 + I2

- I1 )
I1

where:
C

is the contribution amount shown in this Plan

I1

is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as at the date
of commencement of this Plan

I2

is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as at the date
of payment of the contribution

Indexing for land acquisition uses the same formula (above) but with the index instead being
the Australian Bureau of Statistics Established House Price Index for Sydney.
The formula for indexing section 94 contributions for recouping the cost of facilities and
services already provided by Council is as provided above.

2.16 Monitoring and reviewing this Plan
In accordance with clause 33a(1) of the Regulation, Council will keep this Plan under review.
In order to maintain the financial viability of this Plan, the many projections, costings and
assumptions upon which this Plan is based will be reviewed on a regular basis. Indexing of
contribution amounts provides an adjustment for inflation, however there may be other
factors that in particular will affect the cost of providing infrastructure. Schedules reviews of
this Plan that will allow appropriate updating and amendment as necessary will be carried
out on the following basis:
-

Minor biennial review
Projections, costings and assumptions will be reviewed and adjustments
and/or amendments made as considered appropriate.

-

Five year comprehensive review
A detailed review of this Plan be carried out and this Plan will be updated
as considered necessary.

In accordance with section 32(3) of the Regulation, Council may amend this Plan at any time
(without adopting a new contributions plan) to address the following:
(a)

minor typographical corrections,

(b)

changes to the contribution rates set out in the plan in accordance with quarterly
or annual adjustments to the index figures used in the plan, or

(c)

the omission of details concerning works that have been completed.
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2.17

Exemptions

Section 94E Directions by the Minister, as well as State and regional planning policies can
from time to time override the provisions of this Plan and Council may at its discretion
provide exemption to the requirement to pay section 94 or 94A development contributions for
certain developments.
At the time of the commencement of this Plan two Ministerial section 94E Directions provide
exemptions to certain types of development.
Section 94E Direction from the Minister of Planning dated 10 November 2006 provides that a
levy under section 94A cannot be imposed on development:
(a) for the purpose of disabled access,
(b) for the sole purpose of affordable housing,
(c) for the purpose of reducing the consumption of mains supplied potable water or
reducing energy consumption of a building,
(d) for the sole purpose of the adaptive reuse of an item of environmental heritage, or
(e) other than the subdivision of land, where a condition under section 94 of the Act
has been imposed under a previous development consent relating to the
subdivision of land on which the development is proposed to be carried out.
Section 94E Direction from the Minister of Planning dated to 14 September 2007 provides
that neither section 94 contributions nor section 94A levies may be imposed on development
consents granted to a social housing provider (as defined in State Environmental Planning
Policy (Seniors Living) 2004 (Amendment No 2)) for any form of seniors housing (also as
defined in State Environmental Planning Policy (Seniors Living) 2004 (Amendment No 2)).
Council may at its discretion reduce or forego the requirement to pay section 94
contributions or section 94A levies for particular developments considered to provide a
planning, community or social benefit.
The type of developments where this may be appropriate are affordable housing, boarding
houses that are considered acceptable in planning terms and which are considered to
provide a particularly needed and desirable community benefit for the area and other
housing provided by a public housing provider.
It should be noted that Council will not agree lightly to reducing or forgiving section 94
contributions because in such cases it is then up to Council to contribute any shortfall in
contributions paid and this must be from other than section 94 funds.

2.18 Refunds
Land and Environment Court case law indicates that Council is committed to the expenditure
of section 94 contributions and section 94A levies from the time they are levied. It is
therefore not usually appropriate and generally not anticipated under this Plan that refunds
will be given. However refunds may be considered in the following circumstances:
-

The works proposed by Council under this Plan are no longer required and no
alternative or substitute program is proposed

-

The works program for certain infrastructure proposed under this Plan or an
amended or substitute works program is such that there can be no
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reasonable long-term expectation of that infrastructure or an alternative being
provided.
No refunds can be made where Council has expended money on alternative infrastructure.

2.19

Savings and transitional arrangements

Any application for development consent determined after the commencement of this Plan
(including applications lodged before the commencement of this Plan) shall be subject to the
terms of this Plan.
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PART 3 – EXPECTED DEVELOPMENT AND
POPULATION
3.1 The Expected Development and Population
Background
Following the preparation of Marrickville’s LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 an investigation was
undertaken of the likely future development and the resulting additional population as a
result of increased development potential under the provisions of these planning policies.
Based upon the development and population anticipated, environmental studies to ascertain
the public infrastructure that would be necessary for this projected new development and the
increased population resulting from it were undertaken.
The preparation of Marrickville LEP 2011 and Marrickville DCP 2011 was within the context
of the overarching Department of Planning and Infrastructure (DOPI) Metropolitan Plan for
Sydney 2036 and the Draft South Subregional Strategy (DSSS).
The demand for housing in the Marrickville LGA is expected to remain high with its close
proximity to the city and other service and employment centres such as Sydney Airport. The
LGA is also well serviced by public transport. One of the aims of Marrickville LEP 2011 is to
increase residential and employment densities in appropriate locations while protecting
residential amenity. A prime determinate of the additional population likely to occur over the
period to 2031 is the additional development possible under the provisions of Marrickville
LEP 2011 and Marrickville DCP 2011.
While the ABS and DOPI provide development, population and demographic projections for
Marrickville LGA, these projections do not necessarily take into account the specific
development possible under the provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and Marrickville DCP
2011.
Population and demographic consultants, The Public Practice, were commissioned by
Marrickville Council to provide population and demographic data and projections for the LGA
to 2031 taking into account the development possible under the provisions of Marrickville
LEP 2011 and DCP 2011. This data has been provided in documents titled Socio-Economic
Portrait Marrickville 2010 (Updated), Marrickville Housing Portrait 2006 (The 2006 Census
Data) and Community Projector 2011 To 2031.
The projections indicate a significant population increase in the Marrickville LGA. The
projected increasing residential densities within the LGA and particularly within the
Marrickville villages under the provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 warranted
a review of the infrastructure presently provided and the additional infrastructure required for
the larger projected population with an increased emphasis on consideration of the
streetscape and public domain in order to provide a suitable environment for such higher
density living.
Council commissioned a number of infrastructure studies that were carried out by expert
consultants to assess the infrastructure needs of the expected increased population in
Marrickville LGA.
The studies completed or in progress are as follows:
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(a)

Recreation Needs Research - Strategic Directions For Marrickville undertaken by a
consortium consisting of the Miller Group, Recreation Planning Associates, Aspect
Studios and BBC Consulting Planners.

(b)

Facilities Needs Research - Strategic Directions For Marrickville undertaken by a
partnership consisting of the Miller Group and BBC Consulting Planners.

(c)

Marrickville Traffic and Transport Study undertaken by Transport and Urban
Planning.

(d)

Marrickville Public Domain Study (in progress).

Expected New Development
Projected new development under the provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and Marrickville
DCP 2011 is broadly expected to comprise development in large master plan sites, small
infill development throughout the LGA with the possibility of other major projects
development approved by the Joint Regional Planning Panels.
The main areas of development are expected within in the village centres of Marrickville,
South Marrickville, Petersham, Newtown, St Peters, Lewisham and Dulwich Hill.
The potential within the Marrickville LGA for new development is primarily as a result of the
provisions of the Marrickville LEP 2011 And DCP 2011 but also because of State policies
allowing development such as secondary housing. A likely potential new dwelling yield for
the LGA to 2031 based upon the provisions of the Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 has
been analysed and estimated as set out in the following table:
Estimated Potential Additional Dwellings in The Marrickville LGA To 2031

Development
Master planned sites set out in the Marrickville Villages Urban Design
Study
Land within the B2 Local Centre Zone outside the area of the
Marrickville Villages Urban Design Study
Sites within the St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct area
Old Canterbury Road Lewisham area including McGill Street
Petersham
Alice Street Newtown
Old Marrickville Hospital site
Enmore – Addison Road
Residential subdivision
Secondary dwellings in residential zones
Neighbourhood centres
Total

Potential Dwellings
1,462
1,724
450
300
130
150
117
150
460
45
4,988

Note:
There is potential within the LGA for a significant number of new secondary dwellings. SEPP
(Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 makes provision for secondary dwellings on residential sites in
2
Marrickville LGA of 450m or more in area. In the 13 months after the SEPP come into force in late
July 2009, there were 7 secondary dwelling applications.
2

There are 3349 allotments in Marrickville LGA of 450m or more in area. It is expected that the
number of applications for secondary dwellings under the provisions of the SEPP will increase as
the permissibility of them becomes more widely known.
Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 provide the potential for secondary dwellings on all residential
zoned allotments, and there are currently 21,742 allotments within Marrickville residential zones. It is
anticipated that approvals for secondary dwellings will result in an average of about 23 dwellings
constructed per annum, or about 460 dwellings over a 20 year period.
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A map has been prepared showing the location of the additional dwellings projected titled
LEP/DCP 2011 Projected Additional Dwellings. The map excludes the 460 projected
secondary dwellings and 150 projected dwellings resulting from residential subdivision.
Secondary dwellings and dwellings resulting from residential subdivision are expected to be
distributed across the LGA.
The additional dwellings by suburb excluding the 460 projected secondary dwellings and 150
projected dwellings resulting from residential subdivision is set out in the following table:
Table 3.1: Additional Dwellings by Suburb (excluding secondary and
subdivision dwellings)

Suburb
Dulwich Hill
Lewisham
Petersham
Marrickville
Sydenham
Tempe
Mascot
St Peters
Enmore
Stanmore
Camperdown
Newtown
Totals

Additional Dwellings
604
452
672
1722
7
0
0
450
58
56
15
342
4378

The construction rate for new dwellings is historically cyclical, but an average dwelling
construction rate of about 250 dwellings per annum would be required to achieve the
anticipated number of new dwellings for the period 2011 to 2031 and this is considered to be
a reasonable planning assumption for the dwelling construction rate over the period.
The new development expected is also projected to result in changes in the areas of
industrial and commercial floor space and this has been estimated by Council and shown in
the map titled LEP 2011 Projected Change In Worker Population.
The change in worker population by suburb is set out in the following table:
Table 3.2: Projected Change in Worker Population by Suburb

Suburb

Commercial

Industrial

Retail

Marrickville

+ 305

- 37

+ 231

Dulwich Hill

+ 99

- 50

+ 185

St Peters

+ 766

- 237

+ 667

Petersham

0

- 33

0

Lewisham

- 26

- 101

0

Totals

+ 1,143

- 458

+ 1,085

Total Workers

+ 1,770

The calculation of change in worker population is based upon the assumption of retail and
commercial occupancy of 1 worker per 20m2 of GFA and 1 worker per 100m2 of industrial
GFA.
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The ABS 2006 Census data indicates that 15% of residents 15 years of age and over work
within the Marrickville LGA.

Population
Data, such as Census and other data, upon which the population and demographic analysis
and projections are based are in a continuous process of being updated and this section of
this Plan sets out the specific data and projections which were adopted for the purposes of
the infrastructure studies and the preparation of this Plan.
The Department of Planning has issued (in April 2010) population projections for the
Marrickville LGA to 2036. ABS data has provided the Estimated Resident Population (ERP)
to 2009 and residential building approvals to 2009/10 for the LGA.
Population projections based on future dwelling developments indicate that Marrickville’s
total population in 2031 to be 89,974 persons, 10,974 or 13.9% higher than projected
population in 2011.
The more detailed population and demographic reports and projections provided by the
Public Practice are the outcome of a mathematical model prepared by them for a combined
analysis of Census Data, DOP projections and the development potential under the
provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011. The parameters of the model are fine
tuned to provide projections based upon the Census data that are consistent with other data
such as the DOP’s population projections for Marrickville LGA and the more short term ABS
ERP data.
The model assumes a consistent change over the period from 2011 to 2031 rather than
attempt to anticipate variations in the rate of development and population growth in
accordance with economic cycles. This is a valid and inconsequential assumption. Although
the rate of development may vary, the maximum population increase in Marrickville LGA is
primarily determined by the limit to the capacity of the additional development that can occur
under the provisions of the Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011.
Although new development is projected over a 20 year time period to 2031, this Plan is
proposed to be in force for a much shorter period before being reviewed and updated as
appropriate. it is however appropriate that the infrastructure reviews and this Plan take into
account the new development anticipated to 2031, as in practise, that development could
occur in a much shorter time frame consistent with economic cycles.
Historically the Marrickville LGA population was not always increasing. For the period from
1996 to 2001 there was a net gain of 1,088 residential dwellings but a 4% decrease in LGA
population from 75,519 in 1996 to 72,589 in 2001. Average occupancy or average number of
persons per dwelling was thus decreasing in Marrickville LGA over this period.
ABS data provides a population estimate of 78,271 for the Marrickville LGA in 2009 with an
average annual population increase since 2004 of about 0.8% per annum. the declining
population trend ceased after 2004 and the population has been increasing since.
The DOP’s population projections indicate that the present trend of increasing population is
expected to continue to 2031 and beyond. The DOP’s projections are provided in the
following graph and table:
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Table 3.3:

DOP Projections

Historical and projected population, Marrickville (A),
1996-2036
100,000
90,000
80,000
70,000

Persons

60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
0
1996 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036
As at June

Table 3.4:

DOP Historical and Projected Population

Historical And Projected Population And Selected Characteristics Marrickville (A)

Population
Year
1996
2001
2006
2011
2016
2021
2026
2031
1

Males
40,700
38,700
37,400
39,300
40,600
41,500
42,200
43,000

Females
39,200
38,100
38,100
39,700
41,100
42,000
42,600
43,200

Sex Ratio1
104
101
98
99
99
99
99
100

Persons
79,900
76,700
75,500
79,000
81,700
83,500
84,800
86,300

% Aged

%
Aged

0-14
16%
14%
14%
14%
15%
15%
15%
15%

65+
10%
10%
10%
10%
11%
12%
12%
12%

DependEncy
Ratio2
34
32
31
33
35
36
36
37

Median
Age
33
34
35
36
36
36
36
36

Sex Ratio Is The Number Of Males Per 100 Females.
Dependency Ratio Is The Number Of People Aged 0-14 And 65+ Per 100 People
Aged 15-64.

2

The DOP’s population projections are based upon births, deaths and net migration trends.
The DOP’s graph of the components of population growth is as follows:
Table 3.5:

DOP Components of Population Growth

Projected com ponents of population grow th,
Marrickville (A), 2006-2036
8,000

Persons

6,000
4,000
2,000
0
-2,000
-4,000
20062011

20112016

20162021

20212026

20262031

20312036

Period
Births

Deaths

Natural increase
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Net migration

The DOP’s projections indicate a net population increase of 7,300 persons over the 2011
population. However the detailed analysis carried out by The Public Practise included
consideration of the estimates of the additional development possible under the provisions of
the Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 and this analysis suggests that to 2031 there will
be a population increase of 10,974 persons, or an increase of 13.9% over the 2011
population. This is an average of about 0.7% per annum. As the development potential
identified in Marrickville LGA is likely to be the best indicator of future population, the
population increase of 10,974 persons or 13.9% is adopted as the projected increase in
population for the purposes of this Plan.

Demographic Characteristics
The median age of the population is projected to remain unchanged at 36 years while the
number of children in the 0-14 years age group is projected to increase by 1% and the
number aged 65+ to increase by 2%.
This is consistent with baby boomers (aged 49 to 64) aging in place due to the generally
smaller size of the dwelling stock in Marrickville LGA and the increasing number of families
living with children in units.
One area where Marrickville LGA is expected to differ from the Sydney average trend is in
the ageing of the population.
The migration in and out of Marrickville LGA means that the age graph is projected to
broadly maintain the tree shape with some thickening rather than widen more at the top as
would occur with a more pronounced ageing population.
Table 3.6:

GOP Age Distribution

Age

Age distribution, Marrickville (A), 2006 and
projected 2031
85 +
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-14
5-9
0-4
6,000
2031

2006

4,000

2,000
Males

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

Fem ales

Projected Development Characteristics
The document Community Projector 2011 to 2031 provides the following breakup of the
anticipated new development:
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Table 3.7:

Projected Bedroom Mix

Number Of Bedrooms

1

2

3

4+

Units

22%

52%

19%

6%

Houses

2%

24%

52%

22%

Townhouses

34%

-10%

67%

8%

The provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 require a minimum proportion of
studio, 1, 2, 3 and above bedroom dwellings in new development. This requirement will help
to maintain a broad mix of dwelling sizes in Marrickville LGA. The requirements of the DCP
2011 for the number of bedrooms within a new dwelling are as follows:
Table 3.8:

DCP 2011 Proportion Requirements

Type

Proportion

Studio

5-20%

1-Bed

10-40%

2-Bed

40-75%

3-Bed and Above

10-45%

Dwelling Occupancies
Occupancy is a demographic statistic necessary in calculating section 94 contributions.
Section 94 contributions are often initially determined on a per person basis from which per
dwelling contributions can be calculated using dwelling occupancy.
The ABS data shows a declining dwelling occupancy trend in the Marrickville LGA ceased
after 2004 as the average dwelling occupancy began increasing.
Generally across Australia, dwelling occupancies have been on the decline as households
become on average smaller. The two main factors in this decline are families having fewer
children and increasing single person households.
The Australian wide trend in average dwelling occupancy is different for different dwelling
types however. The average occupancy rate for houses has been tending to decline while
those for units/flats and semi’s/townhouses have been more static. however, again
Marrickville LGA is indicated to be atypical in this regard.
One of the parameters input in The Public Practice mathematical model is the change in
occupancy rates over time. To maintain consistency with DOP population projections,
dwelling occupancy is projected to remain unchanged over the period 2011 to 2031.
A constant dwelling occupancy means that the population in Marrickville LGA’s existing
dwelling stock would remain unchanged at present levels with the population increase being
the result of the population in new development.
Based upon the analysis conducted by The Public Practice and taking into account the
limitations of the model employed by them, the following occupancies are considered most
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appropriate and act accordingly adopted for the expected new development in Marrickville
LGA for the period 2011 to 2031 for the various dwelling types:
Table 3.9:

Adopted Occupancies

1
2
3
4+
Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom

Average of
New
Development

Houses

1.40

2.11

2.85

3.79

2.86

Semi / Townhouses

1.51

2.08

2.79

3.63

2.49

Units / Other

1.31

2.02

2.88

3.74

2.13

Average All
Dwellings

1.33

2.05

2.83

3.75

2.20

Subdivision of land creating residential allotments that allow for construction of a single
house are charged contributions based upon the average house occupancy of 2.86 persons
per dwelling.

Vehicle Ownership
The projected resident vehicle ownership for the period from 2011 to 2031 is derived by
taking into account a number of historical and trend factors including the changes that
occurred between the 2001 Census and the 2006 Census.
Although there was a small increase in vehicle ownership rates between 2001 and 2006
shown by the census data, projecting into the future, there are a number of factors that are
likely to result in flattening and decreasing vehicle ownership in the years to 2031. These
include:
(a) Reduced on-site car parking rates in Marrickville DCP 2011,
(b) Increasing fuel prices as finite oil reserves dwindle,
(c) A carbon tax,
(d) An increasing trend to car and bicycle sharing,
(e) The decreasing return on increasing car ownership due to such factors as increasing
density living, parking problems including the finite limit to street spaces and the
increasing costs of parking vehicle ownership in general,
(f) The future availability of light rail in Marrickville LGA,
(g) The increasing availability of cycleways,
(h) Possible future congestion tax,
(i) The push to healthier more active living, and
(j) The greater expense of alternative fuel vehicles.
While it is difficult to accurately predict future car ownership, the most appropriate projection
for the future is to expect a levelling and declining car ownership. In order to adopt a
conservative approach, it is considered most appropriate to assume that car ownership will
not decrease but flatten for the period to 2031 and remain at the levels shown by the 2006
Census. The exception is in suburbs where a decreasing trend is already evident. In these
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suburbs it is considered most appropriate to assume there will continue to be a reduction in
car ownership.
The number of resident vehicles in Marrickville LGA to the year 2031 is therefore assumed
to be as shown in the following table derived from the 2006 census of vehicles per occupied
dwelling by suburb:
Table 3.10:

Average Vehicles per Occupied Dwelling by Suburb

Annual
Change
20012006
0.001
-0.007
0.013
0.016
0.003
0.003
0.006
-0.003
0.022
0.019
0.019
0.022
0.005
0.004
0.009

Camperdown
Dulwich Hill
Enmore
Lewisham
Marrickville
Newtown
Petersham
St Peters
Stanmore
Sydenham
Tempe
South Marrickville
Marrickville
Inner Sydney SSD
Sydney

Vehicles Per Occupied Dwelling
Smoothed
Annual
Change
0.001
-0.005
0.013
0.016
0.003
0.003
0.006
-0.003
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.005
0.004
0.009

Future
Change
Rate
0.001
-0.005
0.013
0.016
0.003
0.003
0.006
-0.003
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.004
0.004
0.009

Average
In 2006
1.04
1.11
0.98
1.10
1.11
0.87
1.07
1.05
1.10
1.11
1.22
1.31
1.08
0.98
1.49

Projection
In 2031
1.04
0.99
0.98
1.10
1.11
0.87
1.07
0.98
1.10
1.11
1.22
1.31
1.07
0.98
1.49

The
adopted vehicles per occupied dwelling rates can be monitored on a regular basis to, if
necessary, update the adopted rates.

Business Occupancies
For the purposes of determining contributions for business uses, the following table provides
the business occupancy as the number of workers per square metre of gross floor area
(GFA).
Table 3.11:

Workers per square metre of GFA

Type of Use

Workers/m

Retail

0.05

Commercial

0.05

Industrial

0.01
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PART 4 - THE NEED FOR PUBLIC FACILITIES
AND SERVICES AND THE STRATEGIES TO
PROVIDE THEM
The substantial 13.9% population increase projected for the Marrickville LGA over the period
from 2011 to 2031 suggests the likelihood that additional and/or changed facilities and
services within the LGA will be required to meet the needs of the additional population.
In order to properly analyse the present provision of facilities and services that Council
provides within the LGA and investigate the facilities and services that will be required for the
future increased population and the increased residential densities, Council commissioned a
number of research studies that were carried out by expert consultants either during the
preparation of LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 or subsequent to that. Studies were carried out for
the following:
(a) Marrickville Villages Urban Design Study and resulting Planning Precincts
(b) Recreation Facilities and Open Space,
(c) Community facilities,
(d) Traffic and Transport Facilities, and
(e) Streetscape and the Public Domain.
It must be noted that while these detailed infrastructure studies determined the requirements
to address the need created by the projected additional population in Marrickville LGA, the
section 94 contributions cap limits the funds that may be collected from contributions and
therefore the funds to provide the required facilities and services.
The following sections in Part 4 of this Plan set out the assessments and determinations of
the recommended facilities and services for the future population and the works program to
provide facilities and services. The facilities and services proposed are in the following
categories:
(a) Land Dedications in Planning Precincts,
(b) Traffic Facilities,
(c) Recreation Facilities (which includes open space),
(d) Community Facilities, and
(e) Plan Administration.

4.1 Land Dedications in Planning Precincts
The main areas of new development expected in Marrickville LGA are within in the village
centres of Marrickville, South Marrickville, Petersham, Newtown, St Peters, Lewisham and
Dulwich Hill. The Marrickville Villages Urban Design Study investigated the suitability and
requirements for up-zoning in these areas in order to allow greater residential and mixed-use
densities. These areas are well serviced by public transport and other facilities.
4.1.1 Nexus to development
As part of the Marrickville Villages Urban Design Study, masterplans were prepared for
development of certain Planning Precincts. For some of the areas considered in the study it
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was determined that in order to allow development at greater residential and mixed-use
densities certain requirements would first need to be met.
Planning Precincts were delineated and masterplans set out requirements for development
in these Planning Precincts that are necessary in order to allow the increased residential
densities and worker population in these Precincts. Those requirements include the land
dedications and works necessary for new or improved vehicular and pedestrian access.
The land dedications and works set out in the Planning Precincts are requirements
necessary in order to provide suitable vehicular and pedestrian access appropriate for
development at the higher residential and mixed-use densities for which they were,
subsequent to the Study, rezoned under the provisions of Marrickville LEP 2011. That is, the
causal connection between the need to do works and acquire land as set out in this section
and the anticipated new development is the need to acquire the land and do the works in
order that the development can suitably proceed. The land acquisitions and works are not
required to address any existing shortfall or need or for any other reason other than they are
required in order to suitably allow development at higher residential and mixed-use densities.
Without these pre-requisite works and land acquisitions the Planning Precincts would not be
suitable for development at the increased density that is proposed.
The masterplans prepared as part of the Marrickville Villages Urban Design Study show that
land dedication and works are required in the following Planning Precincts:
(a) Petersham South Planning Precinct,
(b) St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct,
(c) Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct, and
(d) Lewisham South Planning Precinct.
For the purposes of this section of this Plan, each of these areas of anticipated development
are considered separately. The land dedications and works are to facilitate development
within each Planning Precinct. Thus the locational nexus requirements for section 94
contributions are met. The land dedications and works are proposed to occur, ideally, at the
same time as development.
The provisions of this Plan seek to provide an equitable way in which to have land for road
or walkway creation or widening dedicated to Council so the development of the Planning
Precincts and the increased density as proposed can proceed. This section of this Plan sets
out the requirements for the land dedications or acquisitions that are shown in the Planning
Precinct masterplans and the works necessary to provide suitable vehicular and pedestrian
access on the land dedicated.
Where the design outcomes sought via a proposed dedication can be achieved through
other means (i.e. the creation of an easement etc.) the dedication requirements of this part
of the Plan will not apply and the allowance for the costs of dedication will instead apply to
the costs of providing an easement or similar provision. Section 94 contributions for land
dedication will remain payable as they do in the case of dedication.
4.1.2 Planning Precinct dedication requirements
The following Planning Precinct maps show the locations of the land required to be
dedicated to Council for new or improved vehicular and pedestrian access. The tables
indicate the individual sites and the land areas from them required for dedication. The tables
also show the value allowance for the land dedicated and for which a credit will be given to
offset the payment of section 94 contributions in the development of sites.
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In many cases the sites shown individually in the tables are required in the Planning Precinct
maps to be amalgamated with other sites in order to create a suitable development site.
Table 4.1:

St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct sites showing site area, area of site for dedication and
value allowance for the area to be dedicated based upon determination by an independent
valuer.

St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct

Site Area
Dedication
(m2)
(m2)
641 – 657 Princes Highway cnr Goodsell St
1,510
165
31 – 45 Princes Highway
2,751
348
51 – 61 Princes Highway
2,750
63 – 81 Princes Highway
3,792
348
83 – 91 Princes Highway
2,000
93 – 99 Princes Highway
2,670
373
129 Princes Highway
4,163
347
59– 61 Campbell St
655
102
2-4, 6, 8 Lackey St
528
167
48, 50, 52, 54 Hutchinson St
171
97
42, 46 Hutchinson St
355
100
73A-75 Hutchinson St
540
213
96 – 102A May St
1,157
232
19 Hutchinson St
3,033
496
58 – 68 May St
800
37 – 41 Hutchinson St
900
30 – 42 May St
4,500
Totals
32,275
2,988
Projected Additional Workers 1196
Projected Additional Dwellings 450
Address
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Dedication
Value
$
24,750
$
52,200
$
$
52,200
$
$
55,950
$
52,050
$
15,300
$
25,050
$
14,550
$
15,000
$
31,950
$
34,800
$
74,400
$
$
$
$
448,200

Above: Maps of St Peters Triangle Planning Precinct outlined in black, amalgamated development
site requirements outlined in red, dedication areas for access shown in turquoise with
individual site areas and area from each site to be dedicated shown. All sites within the area
delineated in black are required to pay contributions for land dedication.
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Table 4.2:
Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct sites showing site area, area of site for
dedication and value allowance for the area to be dedicated based upon determination by an
independent valuer.

Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct
Address
280 – 296 Illawarra Rd
272 – 278 Illawarra Rd
244 – 254 Illawarra Rd
236 – 240 Illawarra Rd
296-308 Marrickville Rd
114 – 126 Petersham Rd
98 – 112 a Petersham Rd
Totals

Dedication Dedication
Site Area
(m2)
Value
(m2)
1,695
238 $
35,700
4,001
245 $
36,750
1,800
$
2,018
215 $
32,250
1,213
$
1,800
$
4,244
188 $
28,200

16,771
Projected Additional Workers 499
Projected Additional Dwellings 274

886 $

132,900

Above: Map of Marrickville Town Centre Planning Precinct outlined in black, amalgamated
development site requirements outlined in red, dedication areas for access shown in
turquoise with individual site areas and area from each site to be dedicated shown. All sites
within the area delineated in black are required to pay contributions for land dedication.
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Table 4.3:
Petersham South Planning Precinct sites showing site area, area of site for dedication and
value allowance for the area to be dedicated based upon determination by an independent valuer.

Petersham South Planning Precinct
Address
93 Audley St, 311-317 Trafalgar St
305 Traqfalgar St
301-303 Trafalgar St
297 Trafalgar St
287 Trafalgar St
71 Audley St corner Fisher St
24 Fisher St
22 Fisher St
Totals

Site Area
Dedication Dedication
(m2)
(m2)
Value
1,653
74 $
11,100
746
79 $
11,850
621
15 $
2,250
655
20 $
3,000
2,738
208 $
31,200
1,593
16 $
2,400
563
19 $
2,850
1,223
39 $
5,850

9,792
Projected Worker Decrease 33
Projected Additional Dwellings 132

470

$

70,500.00

Above: Map of Petersham South Planning Precinct outlined in black, amalgamated development
site requirements outlined in red, dedication areas for access shown in turquoise with
individual site areas and area from each site to be dedicated shown. All sites within the area
delineated in black are required to pay contributions for land dedication.
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Table 4.4:
Lewisham South Planning Precinct sites showing site area, area of site for dedication and
value allowance for the area to be dedicated based upon determination by an independent valuer.

Lewisham South Planning Precinct
Address
27 – 29 Railway Terrace
2 Hunter St & 19- 25 Railway Terrace
Totals

Site Area
Dedication Dedication
Value
(m2)
(m2)
943
54
8,100
857
80
12,000
1,800
134 $
20,100

Projected Additional Dwellings 132

Above: Map of Lewisham South Planning Precinct outlined in black, amalgamated development
site requirements outlined in red, dedication areas for access shown in turquoise with
individual site areas and area from each site to be dedicated shown. All sites within the area
delineated in black are required to pay contributions for land dedication.
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4.1.3 Apportionment
The land acquisitions and vehicular and pedestrian access works that are proposed in this
section of this Plan are necessary in order to suitably allow development at the increased
densities within the delineated Planning Precincts and are not required for other than this
purpose. It is therefore appropriate that the development of each individual Planning Precinct
be considered as a development whole to fully (100%) fund the cost of the land acquisitions
and works from all development within that Planning Precinct. Thus it is proposed that in
each Planning Precinct that all development within the Planning Precinct contribute
proportionally to the full cost of the land to be dedicated together with the works proposed.
The value of any land dedicated from a site together with the allowance for the cost of
dedicating will be taken into account and used to offset other section 94 and 94A
development contribution requirements for development of that site.
The levying of section 94 contributions for land acquisition and pedestrian and vehicular
access works are a requirement of this Plan for all development within the four Planning
Precinct areas of Petersham South, St Peters Triangle, Marrickville Town Centre and
Lewisham South.

Transfer of development potential of land dedicated
Where land is dedicated from a site as required under the provisions of this Plan, the
permissible development potential measured in terms of FSR (floor space ratio) will be
calculated on the whole area of the site prior to dedication. This is equivalent to transferring
the development rights of the area of the land dedicated to the remainder of the
development site (or to another site) so that in effect the development potential of the full
pre-dedication area of the site is retained after the dedication. In this way, although part of
the site may be dedicated to Council, there is no detriment to the scale of development that
may be achieved.
The land to be dedicated to Council is thus an area of land where essentially the
development rights normally attributable to such an area of land has been or will be
transferred to other land. Such land consequently has no development rights or potential
attached to it. As a result such land is of limited value as the purposes to which it may be
applied are limited to that of public purpose and otherwise limited.
The value of the land to be dedicated in each Planning Precinct has been determined by a
registered valuer commissioned by Council to be nil in all areas because there is no loss of
development potential from a site by dedication of part of that site and because the
dedications are necessary in order to make the area suitable for development at higher
densities.
The section 94 contributions for land dedication in Planning Precincts are calculated in
accordance with the expert evidence from the professional land valuer and by allowing costs
to a site owner where land is dedicated of $150 per square metre for the costs associated
with dedication.
This approach serves to ensure appropriate recompense is paid for land dedicated to
facilitate development in order to provide an equitable sharing of costs.
Where land is dedicated from a development site in accordance with this Plan, the
dedication cost allowance credited to the landowner may be used to offset the payment of
section 94 contributions or section 94A levies otherwise payable under this Plan in the
development of the site. It should be noted that the requirement to pay section 94
contributions for land dedication and access works applies to all development sites within
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each Planning Precinct and therefore also applies to sites from which land is to be
dedicated.
As the Planning Precinct masterplans in many cases require the consolidation of sites to
create a suitable development site, Council will generally require that sites are amalgamated
as set out in the appropriate Planning Precinct masterplan in approving development.
If in some exceptional circumstances, Council considers development on sites that do not
constitute a full amalgamated site as set out in a Planning Precinct masterplan, Council will
ensure that sites from which land is required to be dedicated remain part of a viable
development site of suitable size for appropriate development.
4.1.4 Formulae for calculating contributions

Calculation Formula
The formula for calculation of land dedication and access works costs is as follows:
W

= A ( WR

+

VR ) +

WA

where W R is the access works cost rate per square metre,
A

is the total area of land dedication and access works in square metres,

VR

is the value per square metre of land to be dedicated including the
conveyance cost allowance,

WA

is the total cost of works administration,

W

is the total cost of works.

The formula for determining the total cost of works administration is as follows:
WA= the cost of the detail design of access works (5% of works cost) +the cost
to Council of the supervision of the works proposed (2.5% of the works costs).
The formula for calculation of the contribution per person is as follows:
C =

W
PD

where:
C

is the section 94 contribution per person

PD

is the projected total additional population of residents + workers in
new development in the Planning Precinct

The above formulae are used to calculate the contribution as at the date of this Plan. This
contribution will then be indexed to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of
this Plan.
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Calculation of contributions
St Peters
Table 4.6:

Calculation of Contribution St Peters

Cost of Land Acquisition

$

448,200

Cost of Road/Access Works

$

522,900

Cost of Detail Design

$

28,760

Works Supervision

$

13,073

Contribution per Person

$ 463.37

Marrickville
Table 4.7:

Calculation of Contribution.

Cost of Land Acquisition

$

132,900

Cost of Road/Access Works

$

155,050

Cost of Detail Design

$

8,000

Works Supervision

$

3,876

Contribution per Person

$ 272.12

Petersham
Table 4.8:

Calculation of Contribution

Cost of Land Acquisition

$

70,500

Cost of Road/Access Works

$

82,250

Cost of Detail Design

$

5,000

Works Supervision

$

2,056

Contribution per Person

$

620.85
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Lewisham
Table 4.9: Calculation of Contribution

Cost of Land Acquisition

$

20,100

Cost of road/access works

$

23,450

Cost of Detail Design

$

5,863

Works Supervision

$

586

Contribution per Person

$

172.17

4.1.5 Works Program
The dedication of land will occur as development proceeds. The land is required to be
dedicated before development of the amalgamated sites shown in the Planning Precinct
masterplans is carried out.

WORKS PROGRAM: PLANNING PRECINCT LAND DEDICATION and ACCESS WORKS
Facility
Petersham Masterplan Area
Lewisham Masterplan Area
Marrickville Masterplan Area
St Peters Masterplan Area
Totals

Cost
$
$
$
$
$

152,750
43,550
287,950
971,100
1,455,350

Cost
Apportionment
Cost
Apportioned
Works
to
Apportioned
to
Priority
Development
to Council
Development
100%
$ 152,750 $
1
100%
$
43,550 $
1
100%
$ 287,950 $
1
100%
$ 971,100 $
1
$ 1,455,350 $
-

Works Priority
Entries in the Works Priority column represent the priorities with which infrastructure works
will be undertaken using the numbers 1 to 5 where “1” represents the highest priority and “5”
the lowest priority. These numbers are used to indicate how available funds might be
channelled to carry out the most urgent works first before other less urgent works. All works
will be carried out in order of works priority as soon as sufficient funds are available.
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4.2 Traffic Facilities
Council commissioned consultants to undertake a comprehensive traffic and transport study
to review the infrastructure presently provided and determine what, if any, additional
infrastructure would be required to address the need created by the projected additional
population. The study considered traffic management facilities together with pedestrian,
public transport and bicycle facilities. Parking facilities were the subject of a separate study
carried out by other consultants.
Consultants Transport and Urban Planning completed a study titled Marrickville LGA Section
94 Traffic and Transport Study (the Traffic Study) and this study provides the factual data
and evidence on which this section of this Plan is based.
The purpose of the Traffic Study was to determine the requirements in regard to traffic and
transport as a result of the projected 13.9% increase in population and increase in
employment in the Marrickville LGA in the period to 2031.
The Traffic Study took into account the expected new development and additional population
in Planning Precinct and other areas but did not consider the internal traffic and pedestrian
requirements within the Planning Precinct areas as these had previously been the subject of
the Marrickville Villages Urban Design Study.
The objectives of the Traffic Study were:
o

To identify the additional level of residential (number and type of dwelling)
and non residential developments (use and GFA m2) proposed for each
precinct including an indicative time frame for this redevelopment to occur,

o

to calculate am and pm traffic generation levels for each use within each
precinct (generally based upon RTA Traffic Generation Guidelines 2002 Ver
2), review the most recent Census data (year 2009 journey to work) for the
Marrickville LGA to determine the level of existing peak walk, bicycle and
public transport trips,

o

to review Council’s existing and proposed program of new traffic management
works, pedestrian and bicycle proposals and public transport infrastructure
improvements for the whole LGA to determine any nexus correlation with
anticipated development, and

o

having identified the future likely traffic, pedestrian/bicycle and public
transport demands (and time frame) for each local precinct, to assign these
future trips (demands) to the existing road, rail/bus, pedestrian path and
bicycle networks within Marrickville LGA to determine what additional
improvements, upgrades, controls etc are required.

The scope of the study included the following:
(a) To consider the impact of the increased vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian and public
transport patronage and traffic,
(b) to propose traffic management measures to address the impact of the additional
population and development,
(c) to cost measures proposed,
(d) to demonstrate the connection between the additional development, peak hour traffic
generation and the works recommended,
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(e) to apportion the cost to the additional development across the LGA on a per dwelling
or per m² basis; and
(f) if costs vary across the LGA, provide costs on a precinct by precinct basis.
4.2.1 Nexus to development
The Traffic Study used the RMS’s (formerly the RTA) Guide To Traffic Generating
Developments 2002 (Version 2) to estimate daily and peak hour traffic generation for the
various residential and non-residential uses with the new residential and non-residential
development projected to occur in Marrickville LGA to 2031.
The study distinguished the traffic arising from the anticipated new development within the
Marrickville LGA from all other traffic including the increasing traffic historically occurring and
expected to continue to occur over the planning period to 2031.

Traffic on the Marrickville LGA road network
Journey to Work Data
The 2006 Census travel to work data for all employed persons over 15 years of age is as
follows:
Table 4.10:

JOURNEY TO WORK DATA – 2006 CENSUS

Percent
Male
Female Total Persons
Total
19,294 18,493
37,787
Car as Driver
41.8%
33.3%
37.7%
Car as Passenger
3.0%
5.2%
4.1%
Taxi
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
Train
17.4%
17.4%
17.4%
Bus
7.8%
12.0%
9.9%
Bicycle
2.9%
1.3%
2.1%
Walked Only
5.6%
6.5%
6.0%
Other Single Method
2.8%
0.7%
1.8%
Used Two Methods:
Train and Bus
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
Train and Car as Driver
0.7%
0.9%
0.8%
Other Two Methods
1.5%
1.8%
1.7%
Used Three Methods
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
Worked at Home
3.2%
3.7%
3.5%
Did Not go to Work
7.2%
11.7%
9.4%
Method Not Stated
1.8%
1.4%
1.6%
TOTAL
100.0% 100.0%
100.0%
The 2006 Census data showed, in summary that 42.3% of people used a car or taxi as
either a driver or passenger, 31.3% of people used public transport such as a bus or train or
both, 7.8% walked or cycled to work and 13.9% of people either worked at home, did not go
to work or did not state transport mode.
The place of work shown by the 2006 Census is as follows:
City of Sydney and North Sydney

56%

Within Marrickville LGA

15%

Western Sydney (inc. Macarthur and Hills Districts)

13%

Bexley (inc. airport, St George and Sutherland Districts)

6%

North and Northern Beaches

2%
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Not stated or outside Sydney area
TOTAL

8%
100%

That is, 81% of working people over 15 years of age travel to a city work location or work
within the Marrickville LGA where a high level of public transport service is available.

Additional Traffic from Development
Using RMS Traffic Generation Guidelines, the Traffic Study determined that the peak design
hour traffic arising from the projected additional development to the year 2031 was as
follows:
Table 4.11: MARRICKVILLE LGA ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT TO YEAR 2031 PROJECTED
PEAK DESIGN HOUR TRAFFIC

AM Peak (Veh/Hour)

PM Peak Veh/Hour (Thur)

Use
Residential
(+4988
Dwellings)
Commercial
2
(+26,923m )
Retail
2
(+21,703m )
Industrial
2
(-50,758m )
Totals

Inbound

Outbound

Two Way

Inbound

Outbound

Two Way

+361

+1445

+1806

+1445

+361

+1806

+377

+161

+538

+161

+377

+538

+235

+25

+260

+651

+651

+1302

-456

-51

-507

-51

-456

-507

+517

+1580

+2097

+2206

+933

+3139
Trips

The traffic generation rates used were slightly lower than the RMS traffic generation rates
because of the lower rates of travel to work by vehicle in Marrickville LGA which is consistent
with Council's policy of encouraging public transport usage and travel to work by bicycle and
on foot.
The individual component traffic generation rates in vehicles per hour for the traffic
generated shown in the above table is indicated in the following table:
Table 4.12:

Traffic Generation Rates

Use
Residential Units
Townhouses/Terraces
Houses
Commercial
Retail
Industrial

1
Bedroom
0.29
0.5
0.5

2
3
4+
Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom
0.33
0.38
0.48
0.64
0.68
0.72
0.7
0.75
0.8
2
1 Trip Per 50m of GFA
2
1 Trip Per 28m of GFA
2
1 Trip Per 100m of GFA

Average
0.34
0.62
0.75

The dispersion of the additional traffic from the projected development was along state and
regional road corridors bordering and crossing the Marrickville LGA and the local roads is
shown in Table 4.13 – Potential Additional PM Peak Hour Trips Based upon RTA 2002
Version 2 Guidelines.
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Table 4.13:

Potential Additional PM Peak Hour Trips Based upon RTA 2002 Version 2 Guidelines.

The Traffic Study took into account that much of the future residential design hour traffic trips
are located along Parramatta Road, Enmore Road and King Street and within walking
distance of the Newtown and St Peters Railway Stations. The infrastructure works costs
considered in calculating section 94 contributions was restricted to those for which Council is
financially responsible (state roads and rail transport are funded by the New South Wales
Government and some funding may be available from RMS for regional roads).
In all, 32% of projected residential development would be located primarily along 11 regional
and subregional roads as follows:
Parramatta Road, Petersham – Stanmore
Old Canterbury Road / Railway Terrace – Lewisham1
New Canterbury Road / Gordon Road / Railway Terrace – Petersham1
New Canterbury Road – Hurlstone Park
New Canterbury Road / Marrickville Road – Dulwich Hill
Wardell Road – Dulwich Hill
Illawarra Road / Petersham Road / Marrickville Road – Marrickville
Addison Road – Enmore
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Enmore Road – Newtown
Princes Highway – Newtown
Princes Highway / May Street – St Peters
1

Indicates At Or Near Railway Station

The Traffic Study also took into account that 54% of all projected residential development
would be located around railway stations at Lewisham, Petersham, Dulwich Hill and
Marrickville.
The distribution of traffic from new development carried out by the study consultants took
into account that the projected additional commercial and retail development would be
disbursed within the following traffic precincts:
(a) Lewisham Precinct;
(b) Hurlstone Park Precinct;
(c) Marrickville Precinct; And
(d) St Peters Precinct.

Traffic Assessment
To assess the present traffic situation in Marrickville LGA the study consultants considered
the Marrickville LGA road hierarchy, the recorded crash history of intersections, measured
am and pm peak hour traffic counts and considered historical traffic volumes.
The study determined that the primary arterial and sub-arterial roads in Marrickville LGA are
as follows:
Table 4.14: Arterial and Sub-Arterial Roads

Sub-Arterial (Regional) Roads
• Frazer Street
• Livingstone Road (Part)
• Illawarra Road (Part)
• Wardell Road
• Victoria Road (Part)
• Salisbury Road
• Unwins Bridge Road
• Enmore Road (Part)
• Sydenham Road
• Addison Road
• Old Canterbury Road
• Shaw Street
• Crystal Street

Arterial (State) Roads
• Parramatta Road
• King Street / Princes Highway
• New Canterbury Road
• Enmore Road (Part)
• Stanmore Road
• Canal Road

The RMS crash database for Marrickville LGA provides data on the intersections in
Marrickville LGA with 6 or more recorded preventable vehicle crashes over a three year
period for the period from 2005 until the end of 2010 as set out in the following table:
Table 4.15:

RECORDED CRASH HISTORY

Location
Princes Hwy And May Street
Princes Hwy And Campbell Street
Princes Hwy (King St) And Enmore Road
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Total Crashes

Fatal Type

Injury Type

10
14
8

-

5
4
5

Stanmore Road And Enmore Road
Enmore Road And Addison Road
Railway Parade And Gleeson Street
Illawarra Road And Petersham Road
Unwins Bridge Road And Railway Parade
Illawarra Road And Addison Road
Marrickville Road And Livingstone Road
Marrickville Road And Petersham Road
Marrickville Road And Illawarra Road
Marrickville Road And Victoria Road
Marrickville Road And New Canterbury Rd
Wardell Road And Ewart Street
Old Canterbury Rd And New Canterbury Rd
Old Canterbury Road And Railway Terrace
New Canterbury Rd And Crystal St/Shaw St
New Canterbury Rd/Gordon/Livingston St
Railway Terrace And West Street
Parramatta Road And West Street
Parramatta Road And Crystal Street
Parramatta Road And Percival Road
Parramatta Road And Bridge Road
Parramatta And Pyrmont Bridge Roads

21
13
6
4
31
10
15
6
13
4
16
7
7
21
14
23
27
20
21
16
14
9

1
-

11
10
2
4
11
4
7
3
7
2
8
4
1
8
8
8
10
8
11
13
8
5

Based upon the existing peak hour flows representing 10% to 11% daily traffic flows and the
averaged daily traffic volumes (ADT) on arterial and sub-arterial roads for the years 1995 to
2007, the ADT for the year 2011 was projected as set out in the following table:
Table 4.16: HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED YEAR 2011 AVERAGED TRAFFIC VOLUMES
MARRICKVILLE LGA

Location
Princes
Highway,
St
Peters
New Canterbury Road,
Lewisham
Marrickville Road, Dulwich
Hill
Marrickville
Road,
Marrickville
Illawarra
Road,
Marrickville
Petersham
Road,
Marrickville
Addison Road, Petersham
Enmore Road, Enmore
May Street, St Peters
Wardell Road, Dulwich Hill
Crystall Street, Petersham

Historical
Average Daily
Volume (Year)

Project Daily
Volumes
Year Dec 2011

Total
%
Change

Avg %
Change
PA

37,846 (1999)

49,390

+30.5%

+2.5%

29,334 (1999)

20,130

-31.3%

-2.6%

12,302 (1995)

9,510

-22.6%

-1.4%

13,960 (2002)

11,640

-16.6%

-1.8%

5,995 (1995)

7,750

+29.3%

+1.8%

3,387 (1997)

3,720

+9.8%

+0.7%

14,263 (2001)
14,346 (1996)
14,590 (2000)
14,039 (2000)
17,266 (1995)

20,270
17,780
17,270
13,540
23,070

+42.1%
+23.9%
+18.4%
-3.5%
+33.6%

+4.2%
+1.6%
+1.7%
-0.3%
+2.1%

Historically, average daily traffic volume growth rates across the Sydney metropolitan area
are of the order of 1 to 2% per annum. The study noted that such growth rates to the year
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2031 would result in a greater increase in traffic in the Marrickville LGA than would be
provided by the expected new development alone.
Consideration of the overall growth puts into context the additional traffic that would be
generated from the expected new development and allows determination of the proportion of
additional traffic generated from new development to overall traffic growth.
As part of the study, existing am and pm peak hour traffic counts were taken and the existing
traffic service levels at key intersections within and bordering the Marrickville LGA were
ascertained and these are set out in the following table:
Table 4.17: EXISTING PEAK HOUR (SIGNALISED) INTERSECTION OPERATION

AM Peak
PM Peak
Saturday Peak
LOS DS AVD LOS DS AVD LOS DS AVD

Location
Princes Hwy And May Street
Princes Hwy And Campbell Street
Princes Hwy (King St) And Enmore
Road
Stanmore Road And Enmore Road
Enmore Road And Addison Road
Railway Parade And Gleeson
Street
Illawarra Road And Petersham
Road
Unwins Bridge Road And Railway
Parade
Illawarra Road And Addison Road
Marrickville Road And Livingstone
Road
Marrickville Road And Petersham
Road
Marrickville Road And Illawarra
Road
Marrickville Road And Victoria
Road
Marrickville
Road
And
New
Canterbury Rd
Wardell Road And Ewart Street
Old Canterbury Rd And New
Canterbury Rd
Old Canterbury Road And Railway
Terrace
New Canterbury Rd And Crystal
St/Shaw St
New
Canterbury
Rd/Gordon/Livingston St
Railway Terrace And West Street
Parramatta Road And West Street
Parramatta Road And Crystal
Street
Parramatta Road And Percival
Road
Parramatta Road And Bridge Road
Parramatta And Pyrmont Bridge
Roads
Where:

E*
C

0.95
0.81

105
30.4

A
C

0.74
0.80

6.8
28.5

A
C

0.82
0.64

9.0
26.0

B

0.83

25.6

B

0.56

14.3

B

0.60

14.1

D
C

0.98
0.90

70.1
20.0

*E
C

0.98
0.83

80.2
14.5

C
B

0.87
0.73

27.1
10.8

A

0.50

6.2

A

0.55

7.0

A

0.41

6.1

B

0.55

7.1

B

0.31

4.5

B

0.27

4.0

B

0.82

15.1

B

0.86

15.7

B

0.79

14.7

B

0.53

15.6

B

0.65

7.8

B

0.48

6.1

B

0.88

15.0

B

0.76

14.7

B

0.74

13.8

B

0.62

7.1

B

0.69

7.1

B

0.67

8.3

B

0.66

10.7

B

0.80

11.3

B

0.66

9.7

C

0.73

17.8

C

0.94

23.1

C

0.78

19.1

B

0.98

18.8

C

0.94

20.1

B

0.86

13.9

B

0.68

12.5

B

0.61

12.9

B

0.55

10.7

*E

0.99

80.1

D

0.93

36.7

C

0.77

24.6

B

0.81

24.2

D

0.99

47.7

B

0.79

18.9

*E

0.98

95.4

*E

0.99

98.2

D

0.87

38.7

*E

0.97

48.8

*E

0.99

92.6

C

0.96

26.1

*E
C

0.91
0.73

28.2
34.0

B
C

0.81
0.85

14.3
40.9

C
B

0.89
0.69

24.3
22.8

C

0.83

42.8

D

0.95

58.4

C

0.70

27.1

A

0.56

13.3

A

0.48

10.9

B

0.34

10.3

B

0.87

23.7

B

0.85

26.0

B

0.60

18.4

A

0.71

14.7

A

0.65

17.9

B

0.41

12.6

LOS = Level of Service
DS = Degree of (Int) Saturation
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AVD = Average Vehicle Delay (Sec/Veh)
*Indicates Unacceptable Service Level

The Traffic Study took into account that the table above shows that the LOS at many key
intersections on arterial and some local roads is already (in 2011) at or near capacity or
performing at an unacceptable level of service. Where intersections are already performing
at or near capacity or at an unacceptable level of service they are excluded from the works
necessary to address the additional demand created from new development.
Based upon historical growth rates, the traffic growth rates for the Marrickville LGA in the
period to 2031 were projected by the consultants to be as small as 5% in the west of the
LGA and 30% in the east of the LGA. This estimate the 2031 traffic movements, these
growth rates to 2031 were applied to the existing traffic.
The projected traffic volumes in 2031 so calculated are shown in the study at table 4.18 –
Projected Am Peak Hour Traffic Volumes 2031.
Table 4.18:

Projected Am Peak Hour Traffic Volumes 2031
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The projected 2031 traffic was also used to consider intersection performance in 2031. The
following table shows the projected 2031 peak hour signalised intersection operation:
Table 4.19: PROJECTED PEAK HOUR (SIGNALISED) INTERSECTION OPERATION – YEAR 2031

AM Peak
LOS DS AVD

Location
Princes Hwy And May Street
Princes Hwy And Campbell Street
Princes Hwy (King St) And
Enmore Road
Stanmore Road And Enmore
Road
Enmore Road And Addison Road
Railway Parade And Gleeson
Street
Illawarra Road And Petersham
Road
Unwins Bridge Road And Railway
Parade
Illawarra Road And Addison Road
Marrickville Road And Livingstone
Road
Marrickville Road And Petersham
Road
Marrickville Road And Illawarra
Road
Marrickville Road And Victoria
Road
Marrickville Road And New
Canterbury Rd
Wardell Road And Ewart Street
Old Canterbury Rd And New
Canterbury Rd
Old Canterbury Road And Railway
Terrace
New Canterbury Rd And Crystal
St/Shaw St
New
Canterbury
Rd/Gordon/Livingston St
Railway Terrace And West Street
Parramatta Road And West Street
Parramatta Road And Crystal
Street
Parramatta Road And Percival
Road
Parramatta Road And Bridge
Road
Parramatta And Pyrmont Bridge
Roads
Where:

PM Peak
LOS DS AVD

Saturday Peak
LOS DS AVD

F*
E*

2.42
0.99

*
65.7

A
C

0.75
0.90

9.6
47.4

C
B

0.94
0.71

29.1
22.6

B

0.99

27.9

B

0.71

12.4

A

0.52

9.0

F*

1.27

*

F*

1.34

*

F*

1.04

137

F*

1.17

105

E*

1.01

37

C

0.88

16.9

C

0.90

44.6

D

0.99

51.3

C

0.77

14.2

B

0.66

8.1

B

0.40

4.2

B

0.35

4.0

B

0.90

23.9

F*

1.02

40.3

A

0.77

8.9

B

0.61

15.8

B

0.80

9.4

B

0.58

6.9

B

0.90

12.6

B

0.85

10.7

B

0.74

8.0

A

0.64

5.4

A

0.70

5.6

A

0.61

5.1

B

0.76

8.2

B

0.70

13.5

A

0.68

6.1

B

0.82

17.2

C

0.95

30.5

B

0.76

14.5

B

0.88

14.4

C

0.90

28.1

B

0.75

9.0

B

0.77

8.1

B

0.77

9.7

B

0.71

6.4

F*

1.08

123.9

E*

0.95

53.6

B

0.81

18.2

B

0.88

25.3

F*

1.02

83.9

B

0.86

15.1

F*

1.32

*

F*

1.33

*

D

0.87

38.7

F*

1.00

68.9

F*

1.18

*

B

0.87

20.4

F*
C

0.96
0.81

36.7
45.4

B
F*

0.86
1.02

20.1
106.6

C
C

0.89
0.74

24.3
29.1

E*

0.97

88.3

F*

1.14

*

C

0.76

32.4

B

0.67

17.3

A

0.59

14.2

B

0.41

13.0

C

0.96

53.2

F*

0.94

53.1

B

0.69

22.8

A

0.85

20.7

B

0.78

23.8

B

0.50

15.9

LOS = Level of Service
DS = Degree of (Int) Saturation
AVD = Average Vehicle Delay (Sec/Veh)
*Indicates Unacceptable Service Level/Delay

The above table provides the baseline situation for the traffic in 2031 onto which the
proportion of traffic from the projected new development can be superimposed. This
approach ensures that the impact of the traffic from new development can be appropriately
segregated and assessed from all other traffic and that new development is only charged
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section 94 contributions for the proportion of increase in demand arising from the
development and not for the otherwise occurring increases in traffic expected over the period
to 2031.
The causal connection associated with the increase in traffic as a result of new development
and the requirement for additional traffic or pedestrian controls and management is thus able
to be clearly demonstrated. The connection in time between new development and the need
for additional facilities and services is also shown.
The locational nexus between the need for additional traffic and or pedestrian facilities is
demonstrated by the distribution of the additional traffic generated from the anticipated new
development onto the Marrickville road network. In distributing this additional traffic, the
study ensured that key intersections that at 2031 in the baseline situation already warrant
traffic or pedestrian improvements were excluded from consideration and not considered as
additional facilities and services that are required as a result of the additional development.
The Traffic Study determined that within the small geographical area of the Marrickville LGA,
it is appropriate to consider the catchment area for the additional traffic and transport
infrastructure determined as needed, to be the whole LGA as it is the cumulative effect of the
traffic from new development across the whole LGA that gives rise to the need for the
infrastructure proposed rather than development in particular geographical areas within the
LGA. It is consequently appropriate to charge section 94 contributions for the location
specific additional or improved traffic and pedestrian facilities that is determined by the
Traffic Study to be required, to all additional development across the LGA.
4.2.2 Apportionment
The process of apportionment undertaken in this Plan is based on the Traffic Study
undertaken by Transport and Urban Planning and is to ensure that new development is only
charged section 94 contributions for the actual portion of demand that new development
creates.
The analysis undertaken in the Traffic Study isolates the demand that may arise from
external factors such as the traffic from the existing population, traffic from outside the LGA
and the increase in traffic that arises from other than new development within the LGA.
The consultants undertaking the study used the SIDRA Model to determine the appropriate
proportion of the cost of the location specific additional or improved traffic and pedestrian
facilities that should be charged to the additional development. For each traffic facility
required, the total of the traffic resulting from the projected additional development as a
proportion of the total traffic in 2031 was used as a basis for determining the proportion of
costs attributable to projected new development.
For new public facilities and services that serve the LGA as a whole such as public domain,
pedestrian and bicycle facilities where additional development does not specifically give rise
to the need for such facilities to any greater extent than the existing population, the
proportion of the cost of such facilities charged to new development is only the proportion of
the population in new development to the total population at 2031.
The SIDRA analysis determined the appropriate apportionment of costs to new
development. The proportion shown in Table 4.20 below for new development is the
proportion of the increase in demand from new development.
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Table 4.20:

New Development Percentage of Increase in Traffic at 2031

May Street (St Peters)

L

1727

2159

Apportion To
New
Development
(%)
75%

Campbell Street (St Peters)

L

533

684

75%

Enmore Road(Newtown)

R

2284

2864

75%

Enmore Road (Enmore)

R

1564

2033

75%

Addison Road (Enmore)

R

984

1281

75%

Addison Road (Marrickville)

R

1004

1331

Stanmore Road (Petersham)

L

1722

2239

75%
75%

Stanmore Road (Enmore)

L

2580

3355

75%

Railway Parade (Sydenham)

L

1383

1799

65%

Gleeson Street (Sydenham)

L

1171

1404

65%

Illawarra Road (Marrickville)

R

1320

1596

70%

Illawarra Road (Stanmore)
Petersham
Road
(Marrickville)
Marrickville Road (Dulwich
Hill)
Marrickville
Road
(Marrickville)
Livingston
Road
(Marrickville)
Livingston Road (Petersham)

R

311

407

80%

543

65%

Road And Categories

L
R
R
R
R

Existing Traffic
AM Peak 2011
(Veh Per Hour)

Projected Traffic
AM Peak 2031
(Veh Per Hour)

452
851
1279
405

897
1395
451

80%
80%
80%

1041

1090

80%

Victoria Road (Enmore)

R

1210

1574

70%

Victoria Road (Marrickville)
Old
Canterbury
Road
(Dulwich Hill)
Old
Canterbury
Road
(Petersham)
Railway Terrace

R

833

959

70%

L

1722

1809

80%

Wardel Road (Dulwich Hill)

R

1224

1314

80%

Crystal Street

R

1176

1410

70%

Percival Road

L

490

628

70%

Bridge Road

L

683

884

70%

Sydenham Road

R

603

725

50%

Unwins Bridge Road

R

1394

1648

50%

R
R

1086
1665

L – Local Road
R – Regional Road
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1139
1749

80%
80%

The tables on the following pages show the proportion of the cost of new traffic and transport
facilities that was determined from SIDRA analysis to be attributable to the increase in
demand from new development.
Table 4.21: APPORTIONMENT of LOCAL ROADWORKS and TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
MEASURES ADJACENT to REGIONAL ROADS to YEAR 2031

Item
No.

Works

1

Local
Roadworks
and Traffic
Management
Measures
Adjacent to
Regional
Roads (to
address future
peak hour rat
run and bypass
traffic).

Table 4.22:

Item
No.

Project

A
B
C
D
E
F

Stanmore / Enmore Road
Illawarra Road / Addison
Road
Old Canterbury Road /
New Canterbury Road
New Canterbury Road /
Gordon
/
Livingstone
Streets
New Canterbury Road /
Crystal and Shaw Streets
Railway Terrace / West
Street

Costs
Year 2012
Values ($
000)

Apportion To
New
Development
(%)

100

75%

100

75%

100

80%

100

80%

100

80%

100

80%

APPORTIONMENT of other TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES to YEAR 2031

A
B
C
D

Dulwich Hill (North)
East Marrickville
West Marrickville
Riverside

Costs
Year
2012
Values
($ 000)
150
150
150
150

E

St Peters Triangle

950

F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

Newington
Newtown
Henson
Stanmore (South)
Dulwich Hill (South)
Enmore
Marrickville
Lewisham
Morton Park
Petersham (North)
Camperdown
Sydenham
Stanmore (North)
Marrickville (South)

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
100%
Developer
Funded
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%
13.9%

A

Enmore
Road

200

75%

Works

2

LATM Scheme
(Inc Review,
Design
Implementation
And Updates)

3

Intersection
Upgrade and/or

Project

/
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Addison

Apportion To
New
Development
(%)

Improvements
(incl. traffic signal
reconstruction)

4

St Peters
Triangle

5

McGill Street

6

Station Street
next to
Marrickville
Station near
Schwebell

B

Gannon Street and
Princes Highway

Internal Roads And
Access.
It
is
envisaged that all
redevelopment traffic,
pedestrian
and
access facilities within
the precinct will be
funded via section 94
contributions.
It is envisaged that all
redevelopment traffic,
pedestrian
and
access facilities within
precinct 45 will be
funded via section 94
contributions.

Shared Zone Project

1,000

20%

NA

100%
Developer
Funded

NA

100%
Developer
Funded

NA

100%
Developer

4.2.3 Formulae for calculating contributions

Calculation Formula
The formula for calculation of traffic facility contributions in words is:
(a) Determine the total projected new development to 2031 and its component land use
types and quantities,
(b) Determine existing and expected future traffic generation with the RTA Guide to
Traffic Generating Development Version 2.2 and differentiate traffic generation
expected from new development from all other traffic generation,
(c) Determine what road and traffic management works are required in the LGA as a
result of the increase in demand,
(d) Calculate the proportion of the cost of road and traffic works attributable to new
development and estimate the total cost of such works,
(e) The section 94 contribution is determined by:
i. for traffic management works dividing the cost of road and traffic
arising from the additional demand from new development by the
total traffic generated by new development and multiplying by the
traffic generation rate determined in the study for each particular use,
or
ii. for bicycle tracks and facilities by dividing the proportioned cost by
the number of people in new development,
(f) Index the contributions to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this
Plan.
The formulae for calculation of contributions are as follows:
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W = W 1 x A1 + W 2 x A2 + . . . W n x An + W A
where
W1 to W n is the cost of various works components 1 to n after
deducting the value of any grants and other funding
to be received by Council,
A1 To An

is the respective proportions of the works
components attributable to new development,

W

is the total apportioned cost of works,

WA

=

the cost of the detail design of traffic
management measures (5% of the works
costs)

+

the cost to Council of the administration of
he works proposed (2% of the works costs).

and
C

=

W

x

Tu

C

is the section 94 contribution for a particular use

T

is the total traffic generated by new development

Tu

is the traffic generation rate for a particular use (as set out in
this Plan)

where

The traffic generation rates for particular uses (Tu) are set out in the following table:
Table 4.23 Traffic generation rates (Tu) for various uses (per dwelling unless otherwise stated)

Use
Residential Units &
Secondary dwellings
Attached dwellings,
Semi-detached
dwellings & Multi unit
housing
Dwelling houses
excluding above
categories
Boarding Houses

1 bedroom

2 bedroom

3 bedroom

4+ bedroom

0.29

0.33

0.38

0.48

0.5

0.64

0.68

0.72

0.5

0.7

0.75

0.8

0

0

0

0

Commercial

1 trip per 50m2 of GFA

Retail

1 trip per 28m2 of GFA

Industrial

1 trip per 100m2 of GFA
GFA – Gross Floor Area
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Note 1: for the purposes of calculating contributions, the am peak (or if there is some variation
between am and pm peaks, an average of the two) is used in determining the total traffic trips and the
apportionment to each use.

The traffic generation rates for commercial, retail and industrial uses are consistent with the
RMS average rates. Where a particular proposed use has a traffic generation rate indicated
by the RMS Guide to Traffic Generating Development version 2.2 to be higher than the
average rates provided in the table above, then Council may amend the section 94
contributions for traffic management facilities in accordance with those higher applicable
rates. The traffic generation rate to be applied will be determined from the RMS Guide to
Traffic Generating Development or from rates determined in a study carried out by an
appropriately qualified traffic consultant acceptable to Council.
4.2.4 Calculation of contributions
The calculation of the contribution per trip is as set out in the following tables:
Table 4.24:

Summary Table-LGA Wide Traffic Facilities

Apportioned Cost of Works

$

2,145,061

Detail Design

$

107,253

Works Supervision

$

42,901

Contribution per Trip

$

731.19

.
The contributions for the various categories of use are set out in the following table:
Table 4.25: Traffic Contributions

Use
Residential Units &
Secondary dwellings
Attached dwellings,
Semi-detached
dwellings & Multi unit
housing
Dwelling houses
excluding above
categories

1 bedroom

3 bedroom

2 bedroom

4+ bedroom

$

212.05

$

241.29

$

277.85

$

350.97

$

365.60

$

467.96

$

497.21

$

526.46

$

548.39
-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Boarding Houses

$

Commercial per 100m2

$

1,462.39

Retail per 100m2

$

2,611.40

Industrial per 100m2

$

731.19

The above table gives contribution rates as at the date of this Plan. This contribution will
then be indexed to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this Plan.
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4.2.5 Works program
The schedule of works is set out in the table below.
Table 4.26 Traffic Facilities Works Schedule

WORKS PROGRAM: TRAFFIC FACILITIES
Facility

Cost

Cost
Apportionment
Cost
Apportioned
to
Apportioned
to
Development
to Council
Development

LATM Schemes (Review and Implementation)
Dulwich Hill (North)
$
150,000
13.89%
East Marrickville
$
150,000
13.89%
West Marrickville
$
150,000
13.89%
Riverside
$
150,000
13.89%
St Peters
$
950,000
100.00%
Newington
$
150,000
13.89%
Newtown
$
150,000
13.89%
Henson
$
150,000
13.89%
Stanmore (South)
$
150,000
13.89%
Dulwich Hill (South)
$
150,000
13.89%
Enmore
$
150,000
13.89%
$
Marrickville
150,000
13.89%
Lewisham
$
150,000
13.89%
Morton Park
$
150,000
13.89%
Petersham (North)
$
150,000
13.89%
Camperdown
$
150,000
13.89%
Sydenham
$
150,000
13.89%
Stanmore (North)
$
150,000
13.89%
Marrickville (South)
$
150,000
13.89%
Local Roadworks & Traffic Management & Measures Adjacent to Regional Roads
Stanmore/Enmore Road
$
100,000
75%
Illawarra Road/Addison Road
$
100,000
75%
Old Canterbury Road/New Canterbury Road
$
100,000
80%
New Canterbury Road/Gordon/Livingston Sts
$
100,000
80%
New Canterbury Road/Crystal and Shaw Streets $
100,000
80%
Railway Terrace/West Street
$
100,000
80%
Intersection Upgrades
Enmore/Addison Road
$
200,000
75%
Gannon Street and Princes Highway
$ 1,000,000
20.00%
Totals
$ 5,450,000

Works
Priority

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
950,000
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837
20,837

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163
129,163

2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
4
3
3
2
2
2
3
4
5
5

$
$
$
$
$
$

75,000
75,000
80,000
80,000
80,000
80,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

25,000
25,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

3
4
5
1
2
2

$
150,000 $
50,000
$
200,000 $
800,000
$ 2,145,061 $ 3,304,939

1
2

Works Priority
Entries in the Works Priority column represent the priorities with which infrastructure works
will be undertaken using the numbers 1 to 5 where “1” represents the highest priority and “5”
the lowest priority. These numbers are used to indicate how available funds might be
channelled to carry out the most urgent works first before other less urgent works. All works
will be carried out in order of works priority as soon as sufficient funds are available.
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4.3 Recreation Facilities
Recreation facilities includes both active and passive open space, indoor sport and
recreation facilities, aquatics centres, cycle paths, footpaths and public spaces.
Consultants were commissioned by Council to undertake a comprehensive recreation
facilities study.
The study was undertaken by a consortium of consultants comprising the Miller Group,
Recreation Planning Associates, BBC Consulting Planners and ASPECT Studios Landscape
Architecture. The study report titled Recreation Needs Research (The “Rec Study”) forms
the basis of this section of this Plan and much of the information provided in this section is
either directly extracted from the Rec Study or forms a summary or paraphrase of it.
The aim of the study, given the projected 13.9% population increase over the period 2011 to
2031, was to:
(a) Examine the current provision of recreation facilities,
(b) determine whether the current provision meets existing needs, and
(c) determine the needs of the future population.
The Rec Study provides a strong evidence base for the proposed changed or additional
recreational facilities set out in this Plan and for which section 94 contributions are charged
in order to address the needs of the additional development and population.
Initially the research undertaken included consultation with a broad cross-section of the
Marrickville LGA community to assess the likes and dislikes, needs and requirements of the
various stakeholders of the community, the most popular activities, what facilities were
working well and what the community thought they wanted.
The survey found that the top five recreational activities for men and women in Marrickville
LGA are the following:
o walking including walking the dog
o

gym/aerobics/fitness

o

swimming

o

running

o

cycling.

The survey also looked at the suitability and adequacy of the recreation facilities provided.
4.3.1 Nexus
The nexus or connection between the projected additional population as a result of greater
development and the need for the additional or amended facilities and services proposed in
this Plan is demonstrated in the following parts of this section by first considering the detail
of what is presently (at 2011) provided in Marrickville LGA including whether there is any
spare capacity or any present shortfalls in provision, and then considering via a number of
benchmarking approaches the needs of the future expanded population. By demonstrating
the need for the facilities proposed in this way the causal nexus is shown.
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All the facilities proposed in this section of this Plan have catchments that are LGA wide and
there is therefore a locational nexus between the new development and the proposed
facilities within the LGA.
The temporal nexus is demonstrated in the works program by the proposed progressive
provision of facilities as the population increases and contribution funds become available.

Recreation Facilities in 2011
Council is the main provider of recreation and open-space facilities in Marrickville LGA both
directly and indirectly through assistance and support to other providers.
Councils open space and recreation facilities include:
o

132 ha of open space and associated facilities,

o

outdoor sports fields and courts,

o

swimming pools,

o

indoor courts and aquatic facilities,

o

halls, community centres and meeting places

o

playgrounds,

o

civic spaces and plazas,

o

a golf course,

o

paths and trails,

o

spaces for ‘unstructured’ play, socialising and other forms of recreation.

o

picnic areas, and

o

walking and cycle routes.

Council manages the operation of all facilities except for the Annette Kelleman and Fanny
Durack Pools and the Debbie and Abbey Borgia Community Recreation Centre for which the
management is outsourced to private contractors.
The Cooks River corridor comprises a linear sequence of parks and open space from Tempe
Reserve in the east to Marrickville Golf Course in the west. Within this sequence is
Marrickville LGA off-road bicycle route, many district sports facilities and urban sustainability
projects.
Marrickville Council already has invested in infrastructure to promote walking with the
accessible pathways network intended to remove barriers to walking across the whole LGA
including for people with disabilities and children in strollers. The pedestrian access and
mobility plan is designed to promote walkability and intensive pedestrian movements in high
traffic areas.
Aquatic/leisure centres provide for a diverse range of uses including leisure, lap swimming,
learning to swim, aqua-aerobics, parties, hydrotherapy as well as group fitness, yoga,
nutrition, children's and seniors fitness and children's play. Facilities are the Annette
Kellerman Indoor Aquatics Centre in Enmore Park, the Fanny Durack outdoor swimming
pool in Petersham Park and an outdoor water play park in Steele Park.
The 2003 Recreation Study found that Council’s two aquatic centres were not adequately
meeting the needs for aquatics recreation in the LGA. Council addressed this need by a
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substantial upgrade to the Annette Kellerman aquatics centre and adding a high-class
outdoor water play garden within Steele Park to address the needs not only the current
population but also that of the future population. The Rec Study stated:
“The long term commonly used planning benchmark for indoor heated pools has been
a minimum of 50,000 head of population for fifty metre pools and 25,000 for twenty-five
metre pools. Even with forecast population growth to 90,000 by 2031, the population
will not significantly exceed the threshold level required to justify the two upgraded
facilities (i.e. 75,000). the implication is that the incoming populations will be
comfortably accommodated in the existing facilities”.
Consequently Marrickville LGA now has a generous supply of aquatic recreation facilities
that will address the needs of a future population as a result of greater development.
Council has two indoor sports centres – the Debbie & Abbey Borgia Community Recreation
Centre (in Steel Park) and the Robyn Webster Indoor Sports Centre (in Tempe recreation
reserve). These two centres provide for a diverse range of uses including indoor court sports
(basketball, volleyball, badminton, soccer and netball), school sport, out of school hours
activities (OOSH) and facility hire.
Council provides five halls (Marrickville, St Peters and Petersham Town Halls, Herbert
Greedy Hall and Seaview Street Hall) each of which is available for community hire. Typical
community recreation activities undertaken in these facilities include gentle exercise,
ballroom and latin dancing, yoga, tai chi, as well as hobby activities and social events.
Council also provides leisure activities such as activity programs, social groups and bus
outings for older people at the Tom Foster Community Centre. Sustainability workshops are
regularly held there. The infrastructure includes a permeable car park that filters and cleans
rainwater that would otherwise directly drain into stormwater systems and a rainwater tank
that supplies the toilets and gardens.
Marrickville LGA has seven community/neighbourhood centres.
As well as these facilities provided by Council are a number of commercial recreation
facilities in Marrickville LGA and there are a number of open space and recreation facilities
outside the LGA that may be used by residents and workers.
The provision of open space in Marrickville LGA at 2011 is set out in the following table:
Table 4.27: Per Capita 2011 Provision Of Open Space Areas, Marrickville LGA

Open Space Type
Parkland
Plazas/Street Closures
Sports Ground
Golf Course
TOTAL

2003
2011
Ha/000 2003
Ha/000 2011
Total Hectares
ERP
Total Hectares
ERP
(75,449)
(79,000)
53.93
0.72
68
0.86
0.81
41.47
21.53
117.74

0.01
0.55
0.29
1.56
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0.81
42.01
21.53
132.35

0.01
0.53
0.27
1.66

Table 4.28 below shows the distribution of parkland open space, in hectares and numbers of
parks, in Council’s planning precincts. Sports fields/ovals and the Marrickville golf course are
not included in the analysis.
Table 4.28: Sub-Area Distribution of Open Space, 2011

District

Pop*

No. Parks/
1000 People

Ha/1000
People

No.

Ha

Camperdown/Stanmore

10,161

0.9

0.46

9

4.72

Petersham/Lewisham

10,890

0.9

0.47

10

5.08

Dulwich Hill

13,428

1.0

0.30

14

4.06

Enmore/Newtown

10,870

2.0

0.43

22

4.63

Marrickville

25,989

1.2

0.64

31

16.57

Tempe/St Peters/Sydenham

7662

2.5

4.30

19

32.94

TOTAL
79,000
1.3
0.86
105
68.00
* 2011 Suburb Projections - Community Projector, Marrickville 2011-31, Public Practice

There is just less than 70 hectares of parkland open space in Marrickville LGA and, as
illustrated in the table above, this open space is distributed fairly unevenly. The average is
0.86 hectares/1000 population, however this amount differs across districts; ranging from
0.30 hectares in Dulwich Hill to 4.3 hectares in Tempe/St Peters/Sydenham.
The ‘generous’ per capita provision of parkland in Tempe/St Peters/Sydenham is mainly due
to the location within this district of some of the LGA’s major parks; Tempe Reserve, Tempe
Lands, Sydenham Green and Kendrick, Tillman and Camdenville Parks.
The uneven distribution implies that any opportunities to enhance the quantity of local open
space should be pursued more vigorously in some parts of the LGA than in others.

Adequacy of open space in Marrickville LGA at 2011
Analysis of the adequacy of the present provision of open space in Marrickville LGA is
relevant in this Plan to the extent that it is necessary for section 94 purposes to examine
whether there is any existing spare capacity to address the needs of the incoming population
and to demonstrate that any section 94 contributions charged for open space are not to
make up for any shortfall in the present (at 2011) provision of open space in Marrickville
LGA.
The question of whether or not an open space provision, including space for formal and
informal sport, is sufficient to meet demand has traditionally been answered via the use of
quantity based standards such as the long accepted planning standard in NSW of 2.83
hectares/1000 people. It was usually perceived that open space provision obligations were
met when this standard was achieved.
The present provision rate in Marrickville LGA is significantly less at 1.39 ha per thousand
population (for parkland and sports grounds excluding the golf course) and therefore this
Plan does not seek contributions to provide open space for the incoming population at any
greater rate than 1.39 ha per thousand of the incoming population. However on a
quantitative assessment basis it would be reasonable to charge the population in new
development section 94 contributions for open space to be acquired at the present per
capita provision rate of 1.39 ha per thousand population, as it would be an appropriate pro
rata contribution for the additional population.
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In addition to the accepted 2.83 ha/1000 people, other standards have been proposed such
as in the NSW Department of Planning’s new Recreation and Open Space Planning
Guidelines.
The Guidelines point out that, while most inner urban LGA’s fall well short of the traditional
benchmark,
‘The reality is that the residents of inner urban Sydney have access to a range of
recreational and leisure opportunities that the existing open space assets including
high quality urban public spaces and harbour and beach foreshores, manage to deliver
(though there may be some pressure on outdoor sports areas)’.
The Guidelines suggest an alternative standard based on land use conditions in Sydney’s
West Central Sub Region which uses park hierarchy, size and maximum desirable travel
distance rather than quantities alone to identify needs and service gaps for:
o local parks
o

district parks

o

local linear/linkage

o

district linear/linkage

o

local sport

o

district sport

o

regional parks, sport and linkage.

The Guidelines also suggest that there is no ‘one size fits all’ standard. They argue that the
standards provided in the guidelines should be used to develop locally specific provision
standards that take into account likely or expressed community needs and the particular
local circumstances and assets.
Of particular relevance to Marrickville LGA is the statement in the Guidelines that generating
alternative and locally appropriate standards is particularly relevant in inner urban and
suburban areas where the main thrust of an open space plan will be enhancement of
existing recreation facilities and open space and where urban public spaces are identified
as being able to fulfil recreation needs.
Thus, streets, which can comprise 20-30 per cent of the public domain, can form a legitimate
role in satisfying recreation pursuits, bike and pedestrian paths, café culture activities and so
on.
Recreation participation trends demonstrate the importance of the public domain’s ‘active
transport’ elements, that is pathways and cycleways, to the physical recreation preferences
of Australians.
Three of the top five most popular activities which are:
o walking,
o

cycling, and

o

running,

are highly dependent on these resources. This is confirmed in the results of the public
consultation process with Marrickville LGA residents walking, running, cycling and attending
gymnasia in high numbers. Additionally, these three activities are amongst those that have
increased the most in popularity over the past ten years. These trends are exhibited both
nationally and locally.
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The NSW Department of Planning’ Guidelines also advise that, to meet the size and
accessibility standards, the open space share of non-industrial land would need to be around
15 per cent for local, district and regional parks; comprising all sports, parkland, linear and
linkage components. This compares with a total of 9 per cent for Marrickville LGA or an open
space undersupply of around 40 per cent.
However, Marrickville LGA residents have very good access to cross-border regional parks
such as the 44-hectare Sydney Park and the Cooks River Foreshores in Rockdale and
Canterbury Councils. And inner urban areas, due to their higher densities, need less open
space to meet the Department’s size/accessibility criteria. Hence the under supply of open
space in Marrickville LGA might be somewhat less than the 40% suggested by the
Department’s Guideline.
The burgeoning interest from local communities, including Marrickville LGA, in the
development of community gardens, lane way and verge greening also adds a further
dimension to the potential for adding to the increased availability of shared open space.
It is clear however that whether measured according to the long established 2.83 ha/1000
population standard of provision or the Department’s recent Guidelines, Marrickville LGA has
a low provision of open space. Thus an important requirement in planning for the future will
be ensuring that the present provision rate is maintained to the greatest extent possible with
an increasing population.
When the Department's guidelines are applied to the existing supply of district and local
parks in Marrickville LGA, these standards suggest that Marrickville LGA’s park system
could better meet desirable standards in terms of park size and distribution of parks across
the LGA.
Specifically, the guidelines suggest:
o

an imbalance in the supply of different types of open space , with more smaller
parks and fewer larger parks with a greater capacity to provide a diversity of
recreation opportunities, and

o

a moderately uneven distribution of parks in the LGA - with relatively poor access
to parks in Lewisham, Petersham, Tempe, and parts of Marrickville and South
Marrickville.

This indicates that for the future, a greater capacity of use could be provided by increasing
the size of smaller parks to allow a greater diversity of park use and by improving access.
The Rec Study undertook an assessment of the supply and demand for sports fields in
Marrickville LGA and concluded that:
“Benchmarking identifies a good overall balance between the supply and demand for
sports facilities in Marrickville”.
While it was noted that there are some shortfalls in the 2011 provision of sports facilities with
a small shortfall in winter facilities and a slight surplus in summer facilities in Marrickville
LGA, overall facilities were reasonably adequate for the 2011 population. An exception to
this noted in the study is aquatic facilities which were recently updated by Council with the
intention of providing capacity for the existing as well is the future increased population. That
is, the needs of the anticipated additional population for aquatic facilities have already been
met by Council.
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A similar present adequacy conclusion was reached in terms of open space generally. The
study found that although there are some aspects of the present open space in Marrickville
LGA that could be improved, that generally facilities were meeting the requirements of the
present population without there being any reserve or extra capacity for additional use of
those facilities while in their present state.

Assessment of the needs of the future population
The forecast additional population is significant and will place substantial additional
demands on public open space and recreation resources
The small size of the Marrickville LGA together with the character and usage of the open
space in Marrickville LGA means that open place facilities are used across the LGA as a
whole. Thus any existing facilities and those to be provided have a catchment that includes
the whole LGA.

Future needs assessment according to age
Specific needs and demands according to the major age groupings (children, young adults
and older adults) are summarised in Table 4.29.
Table 4.29:

Age
Profile
0-14
years

Required open space and recreation opportunities x new resident age profile

Age Profile Trends

Key Activities

A slightly
increasing
proportion of 0-4
years and 5-14
years between
2011-2031 .

The recreation needs of children vary
according to age – but all require safe,
familiar environments, multi-sensory
stimulation, challenge, opportunities for
creativity
For children 0-4 years, recreation primarily
centres around the home, playgroups
and small local parks
Children 5-12 years will also use local
parks but less as they grow older if
equipment is not challenging. Some will
play in streets, vacant lots, natural areas.
Many will get more involved in structured
activities (e.g. participation in sports clubs
and activities).

absolute increase
in 0-14 year olds
(+2,000)

15-34
years

Slightly declining
proportions of
15-34 years for
period 20112031.
Absolute increase
in 15-34 year
olds (+1,500)

Young people, in general, have a high rate
of participation in recreation – both
structured and unstructured.
Participation by young people (up to 25
years) in most recreation activities
(including sport and physical activities) is
significantly higher than it is for older age
groups.
Youth-friendly public space and skate
facilities are particularly important for
young people not interested in structured
activities.
Participation in sport declines slightly after
25 years but is offset by higher
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Open Space &
Outdoor Recreation
Needs
Local and regional
playgrounds and
parks – with
appropriate
provision for both
young children and
adults (seating,
shade) and located
near schools, shops
and community
centres.
Sports fields and
courts.
Safe cycle and
pedestrian links
between homes and
parks and within
parks.
Sports fields & courts,
cycle paths and
walking trails,
large park and/or
natural area settings
for picnics and
social activities,
large park areas for
informal play.

Age
Profile

Age Profile Trends

Key Activities

Open Space &
Outdoor Recreation
Needs

participation in family activities in the
child-rearing years.

35+
years

50+

Increasing
proportions and
absolute
numbers of +35
year olds
between 20112031.
Substantial
absolute
increase in 35+
year olds
(+5,500)
Increase in this age
group by 2031
(+3,000)

Participation in structured sport and
recreation activities declines steadily with
age.
Family recreation activities such as visits to
district scale parks is popular for the 40 55 age groups.
Many less structured activities walking,
walking the dog etc remain popular
through all age groups.

Cycle paths and
walking trails,
large park and or
natural area settings
for picnics and
social activities,
swimming pools,
dog ‘off leash’ areas,
community gardens
and landcare.

Many less structured activities, walking,
walking the dog, social gatherings, gentle
exercise remain popular through all age
groups.
Some people over the age of 60 years will
be regular users of ‘mainstream’
recreation facilities and programs. Others
will require various levels of assistance –
including transport, facilities designed
and constructed in accordance with
‘access for all’ requirements and/or
special programs such as programmed
activities provided by Council.

Cycle paths and
walking trails,
large park and or
natural area settings
for picnics and
social activities,
community gardens
and landcare.

The NSW Department of Planning Metropolitan Open-Space Inventories 2003 shows that
current per capita provision of open space in Marrickville LGA is less than in most LGA’s in
Sydney. Recent other studies have shown that most open space is well used, with sports
open space used at above-capacity levels during the winter months.
The Rec Study found that additional demands from the additional population will exacerbate
existing demand pressures – even with some reduction in participation rates with the ageing
of the population. That is, the reducing participation rates of the older segments of the
population will be more than offset by absolute increases in all population groups. In
particular, the number of children (up to 14 years) is forecast to increase by nearly 2,000 by
2031, with this age group amongst the highest users of recreation and open space facilities.
In these circumstances many parks and spaces, due to their present capacities, are unlikely
to be able to cater for the increased demands.
For the increase in older residents there will be the need to continue to provide facilities for
more passive recreation; walking, walking the dog, enjoying social activities with family and
friends, social activities, gentle exercise and yoga and programs provided by Council for this
age group. The connectivity and accessibility of the open space system and the
programming of Councils recreation facilities to accommodate these needs will continue to
need prioritization.
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Without further acquisitions, the low per capita provision of open space will worsen to
unacceptable levels as the population increases within the LGA. The main options to ensure
that suitable levels of open space provision are provided to the future projected increased
population, particularly so given the presently low relative provision levels, include
acquisition of additional land in strategic, high potential use locations and targeted
embellishments of existing parks to increase park usability and carrying capacity. The
acquisitions should preferentially focus on areas with a relative undersupply of open space
and/or areas designated for residential/employment growth.

Future needs assessment according to location
The particular requirements of individual areas within Marrickville LGA projected to undergo
significant growth are provided in the following table:
Table 4.30:

Needs Assessment According to Location

Growth
Centre
Lewisham/
Petersham

Particular Service Needs
The precinct has a relatively low supply of open
space (0.47ha compared to 0.87 for the LGA).

Options For Improvement
Investigation of strategic property
acquisitions to expand the size.

The population of the precinct is forecast to grow
by a well-above LGA average 23% over the next
20 years.
With the forecast population growth, and in the
absence of acquisitions the relative per capita
amount of open space will reduce further.
Dulwich Hill

The precinct has a relatively low supply of open
space (0.30ha compared to 0.87 for the LGA).

Investigation of strategic property
acquisitions to expand the size.

The population of the precinct is forecast to grow
by 1,350 people, or 10%, over the next 20 years.
In the absence of acquisitions the relative per
capita amount of open space will reduce further.
Marrickville

The precinct has a relatively low supply of open
space (0.64ha compared to 0.87 for the LGA).

Investigation of strategic property
acquisitions to expand the size.

The population of the precinct is forecast to grow
by around 3,800 people, or 15%, over the next
20 years.
In the absence of acquisitions the relative per
capita amount of open space will reduce further.
Enmore/
Newtown

The precinct has a relatively very low supply of
open space (0.43ha compared to 0.87 for the
LGA) – although residents here do have
proximate access to Sydney Park.
The population of the precinct is forecast to grow
by nearly 1,000 people, or 8%, over the next 20
years.
In the absence of acquisitions the relative per
capita amount of open space will reduce further.
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Investigation of strategic property
acquisitions to expand the size.

Future needs assessment according to participation rates
Worker Population
Survey work undertaken by consultants Mitchell McCotter during the 1990’s in Botany LGA,
investigated the existing and future demands placed on services (including parks and
recreation facilities) by non-residential (i.e. in-migrant) workers.
The survey found that, while the use of parks and recreation facilities was less common for
in-migrant workers than for resident workers, the use of facilities by the former was still
significant. This was so for parks, picnic areas, sports fields and golf courses.
Overall, the use of recreation facilities by in-migrant workers (in terms of the percentage of
workers using the facilities x average frequency of use) was found to be around 20 per cent
of that of residents.
There is reason to believe that in-migrant worker recreation participation in and near
workplaces may have increased in recent years - due to a range of employer and local
Council health initiatives.
There has, for example, been increasing recognition of the productivity benefits of healthy
and happy workforces. as a consequence, there is more encouragement of work placebased health and fitness activities and more flexibility in working arrangements to facilitate
participation. Much of this increasing activity takes place within work places but some of it
‘spills over’ into public parks, swimming pools, pathways and other public domain areas.
The ABS 2006 Census data indicates that 15% of residents 15 years of age and over work
within the Marrickville LGA suggesting that non-resident or in-migrant workers who travel
into the LGA to work comprise 85% of the LGA workforce.
This will be taken into account in determining section 94 contributions to ensure that on
average there is no ‘double dipping’ in the charging of contributions for the 15% of residents
who also work within Marrickville LGA so that contributions are not paid for them as both
workers and as residents.

Future needs assessment by facility type
Parks and public domain
Marrickville LGA currently has around 68 hectares of parkland open space – or 0.86
ha/1,000 people.
While this level of provision is relatively low, it is meeting most of the needs of the existing
population and, given that opportunities to acquire additional open space land in inner urban
areas are limited, the existing supply rate of 0.86 ha/1,000 is considered a reasonable
benchmark for determining the open space needs of the future population. On this basis
about 9 ha of additional open space would be required to meet the needs of the anticipated
increase in population as a result of new development.
The requirement for acquisition of open space and the embellishment of open space is
based on the principle of acquiring a proportional additional amount of open space for the
projected additional population at the present per capita provision rate of open space. It is
desirable to acquire open space facilities at least at the current (relatively low) per capita
levels of provision for the LGA as a whole - to both meet the reasonable demands of the
new population and to maintain service standards for the existing population.
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However, this benchmark might reasonably be adjusted slightly because per capita open
space needs are likely to be slightly less in the future as a result of population ‘ageing’ and
the higher densities of proposed residential developments. That is, there will be slightly less
per capita demand for space (due to the lower participation rates of older people) and, in
higher density residential areas, less space is required to meet local space accessibility
criteria.
There are also land acquisition affordability issues. Land values are high in Marrickville LGA
– and possibly too high to acquire nearly 9 hectares of additional parkland open space for
the forecast incoming population of 10,974 people. It may not be reasonable or practicable
to acquire open space at this level. The initial embellishment and on-going maintenance
costs would also be substantial.
There are factors other than the quantity of open space that can be taken into account in
identifying future ‘passive’ open space requirements. In accordance with the open space
planning guidelines issued by the Department of Planning, other factors are accessibility
(proximity to user populations) and usability of the space.
Taking these factors into account and given the small area of the Marrickville LGA and the
difficulty and expense of obtaining additional land for open space, an appropriate acquisition
strategy for parks and public domain would be seeking to enlarge parks that are less than
3,000m2 in area with preference to those within walking distance of the urban village growth
areas.
Enlarging existing parks has the advantage of extending the range of uses that can be
provided in such parks and these would be used by the population across the LGA. The
works program in this Plan, in order to provide for the additional demand created by the
incoming population, proposes the acquisition of passive open space to extend the size of
existing parks.
Plazas and squares, particularly those in or adjacent to Marrickville LGA’s urban villages will
form an important part of the open space network as will linking these parks, plazas and
other focal places with ‘green streets’ encompassing walking and cycling routes that are
sufficiently attractive to generate broad use.
At the time of preparation of this Plan, Council has the option of either a adopting a section
94 contributions plan that complies with the contributions cap of $20,000 per dwelling or per
subdivided allotment or applying to IPART in attempt to seek approval is for greater
contributions. The amount of land that can be acquired is limited as a consequence of the
financial restrictions imposed by the contributions cap, the amount of land proposed to be
acquired for passive open space being approximately 8,000 m².
The high expense of land in Marrickville LGA has necessitated a more modest acquisition
program and the need to employ a greater emphasis on the embellishment of existing
facilities to provide a greater usability and carrying capacity. While there are limits to the
increases in carrying capacity that embellishment can provide, Council has determined that
an increased expenditure on embellishment can provided improvements to carrying capacity
to better address the needs of the incoming population.

Outdoor Sports Facilities
The LGA currently has around 42 hectares of sports ground open space; or 0.53 ha/1,000
people. This space accommodates 23 winter and 8 summer sports fields, 15 netball courts
and 32 tennis courts.
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As with ‘passive’ open space, it could be considered that the existing supply benchmark is a
reasonable guide for the future populations ‘active’ open space needs.
Application of the existing LGA-wide supply benchmark to the forecast additional 2031
population of 10,974 suggests a need for the following additional facilities:
o

2 soccer fields,

o

1 rugby/AFL,

o

1 cricket field,

o

2 netball courts, and

o

4 tennis courts.

However with a modest ageing of the population expected to 2031 and the accompanying
changes in participation rates, an alternative forecasting approach to benchmarking was
considered in the Rec Study.
The use of the current average age-related sports participation levels in NSW was
considered to provide another and possibly more accurate forecasting approach of the
needs of the additional population to 2031. The results on this basis for the sports that use
Council’s multi-purpose sports fields is summarised in the table below:
Table 4.31: Forecast facilities requirements

Sports Facility
athletics field
cricket wicket
b'ball diamond
AFL field
senior l field
soccer field
netball court

Forecast
Additional
Participants
96
160
41
121
205
376
237

No. Of
Additional
Facilities
Required
0.2
1.0
0.1
0.4
0.7
1.6
1.4

The additional participant numbers for some of the activities may appear relatively small, but
160 additional cricket players, for example, translates to around twelve teams and the need
for one additional cricket field, assuming the field has the capacity to accommodate six
additional matches per week over the summer season. This is possible because nearly half
the additional players will be in the 5-14 years short game age group.
In winter, fields are required for a range of sports particularly for soccer, rugby league and
AFL but also for baseball, rugby union and touch rugby. The combined requirement of these
sports is for one field in summer and two fields in winter.
This could be met by one multi-use sports unit comprising one cricket field with two
superimposed multi-purpose fields (for soccer, AFL, rugby, touch etc) to meet the needs of
the incoming population. Given current trends in participation, the additional demand for
netball can most likely be met by existing facilities.
The additional sports unit would require around 3.75 ha, comprising 3.0 ha for the sports
fields and 0.75ha for ‘run-off’ zones around the fields, circulation, curtilage, a small
amenities block and some off-street parking. If additional space was available, it would also
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be desirable to provide a small play area (with seating) for use by the younger siblings of
children playing sport on the adjacent fields or courts.
The very high cost associated with the acquisition of such an area of land within the
Marrickville LGA necessitates a strategy of pursuing a greater degree of embellishment
including employing synthetic surfaces in order to increase the carrying capacity and
usability of sports fields.
Enhancing the connectivity, accessibility and aesthetics of open space and facilities is a
priority of Council to ensure walkability and cycle-ability for the LGA residents, who rank
these activities highly, a trend which the evidence indicates will continue.

Indoor Sports and Aquatics
The LGA is now well provided with indoor sport, recreation and aquatic facilities on both a
planning benchmark basis and in terms of current use and capacity.
Additionally, and based on current planning standards, the aquatic facilities will be able to
absorb the needs of the incoming population of 10,974 to 2031. However, current sports
halls are only just meeting current needs and there will be a need for at least one additional
indoor court to meet the needs of the incoming populations.
Notwithstanding this, because the Annette Kellerman aquatic centre, Debbie and Abbey
Borgia and Robyn Webster centres were built to cater to both existing and future
populations, the construction cost of the facilities can be recouped, on a pro-rata basis, from
incoming populations.

Walkability and Cycle Ways
While not directly quantifiable (due to the lack of planning benchmarks for per capita
requirements for footpaths, pathways and cycleways), the additional population of 10,974
people by 2031, will generate many thousands of additional walkers and cyclists in
Marrickville LGA.
Accordingly, it is important that Council’s existing active transport strategies being the
bicycle strategy and the accessible pathways program be further extended to cater to the
large expected increase in active transport participants.

Summary - Meeting the needs for the increase in population
Acquisitions and New Facilities
Although various measures can be taken with the existing provision of open space in
Marrickville LGA to increase its carrying capacity, absorption, embellishment, reconfiguring,
hardening and extending will meet some but not all of the open space needs of the LGA’s
additional 10,974 people to 2031. Consequently the acquisition of additional open space to
meet the needs of the increase in population is required in addition to measures to increase
usability and carrying capacity.
This present provision levels in Marrickville LGA provide a benchmark for the acquisition
requirements as set out in the following tables.
Table 4.32: Benchmark Open Space Requirements, Marrickville LGA to 2031

Current provision of open space*
Existing population
current provision of open space, 1,000/population
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109.2ha
79,000
1.39 ha

Forecast additional population to 2031
Additional open space required to 2031 to maintain
existing LGA-wide supply level (excluding public domain
places and plazas and a golf course)
* excluding Marrickville golf course

10,974
15.2 ha

This overall forecast additional open space required (15.2 ha) can be sub-divided into
specific requirements for park or passive and sports or active space according to existing
levels of provision as summarized in the table below:
Table 4.33:

Additional Open Space Requirements to 2031 by Type

Open Space Type
Sports (active) open space requirement to 2031
Park (passive) open space requirement to 2031
Total

Ha
5.9
9.3
15.20

As illustrated in the tables above there is a net LGA-wide notional requirement for around
5.9 hectares of sports open space and 9.3 hectares of park open space in order to maintain
present per capita provision levels in Marrickville LGA.
The high land values in Marrickville LGA and the difficulty of acquiring suitable parcels of
land necessitates a strategy of more limited and strategic acquisitions rather than acquiring
open space at current per capita provision levels of, in total, 1.39 ha per thousand
population.
More limited acquisition must be accompanied by a greater level of emphasis on
embellishment to increase the carrying capacity of existing facilities, particularly in regard to
synthetic surfaces.
The aim of the acquisition strategy is to acquire a smaller area of land and build on the
embellishment and other initiatives set out above - to ensure that the LGA’s open space can
meet the needs of the new population as far as affordability limitations allow without
excessively diminishing the existing population’s enjoyment of open space resources.
Because the LGA is essentially built out, the acquisition strategy aims to acquire land in
strategic locations as the opportunity arises rather than nominate specific sites for
resumption or acquisition. Nominating specific sites could disrupt landowners and increase
acquisition costs. For this reason sites will be acquired on an opportunistic basis as they
come on the market.
The non-acquisition options that can assist in meeting open space needs are as follows:
o

more intensive use of existing space and facilities where there is the capacity
to do so,

o

the embellishment or expansion of existing spaces to increase their carrying
capacity,

o

enhanced walkablity and cycle-ability for both on and off-road cycleways
around the LGA creating seamless linkages in and between open space and
recreation features and facilities,

o
o

synthetic conversions of sports field open space,
access to currently unavailable facilities,

o

provision of and improvements to the public domain.

The acquisition strategy is limited by the contributions cap.
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The limited acquisitions proposed will be sought strategically in locations appropriate to
where new development is anticipated to occur and where there is a demonstrated
community demand for greater walkability and street spaces.
The acquisition strategy thus has the following aims:
o

enlargement of parks that are less than 3,000m2, are within walking distance
of the urban village growth areas and have the potential to be high quality
local parks.

o

provision of plazas and squares in or adjacent to Marrickville LGA's urban
villages, which can be used for lunchtime activities by shoppers and workers
and at any time by new urban village residents.

o

A Green Streets strategy to build on both Council’s existing accessible
pedestrian pathways network and the bicycle strategy network to link urban
village focal spaces with other public domain spaces, parks and recreation
facilities and beyond them, larger district facilities, with attractive walking and
cycling routes.

These initiatives have the potential to significantly increase the carrying capacity and
usability of Council’s open space resources, such that the needs of the new population will
be able to be more closely met with the less substantial new open space acquisitions.
The uneven distribution implies that opportunities to enhance the quantity of local open
space need to be pursued more vigorously in some parts of the LGA than in others;
particularly in Dulwich Hill, Petersham and Lewisham. Newtown’s provision is also relatively
low, but residents there do have close access to Sydney Park.
Of particular relevance to Marrickville LGA is the statement in the Guidelines that ‘generating
alternative and locally appropriate standards is particularly relevant in inner urban and
suburban areas where the main thrust of an open space plan will be enhancement of
existing recreation facilities and open space and where urban public spaces are identified
as being able to fulfil some recreation needs.
It is appropriate that the costs of these requirements to address the needs of the additional
population as a result of new development be fully met by section 94 contributions from new
development.
Embellishment works can focus on increasing the durability and/or capacity of existing open
spaces and facilities to accommodate additional use and can include a range of relevant
improvements such as multipurpose site layouts, the provision of new or extended
equipment and enhanced accessibility.
In this way, the works can reduce to some extent the need for additional open space by
getting existing spaces and facilities to ‘work harder’ to better meet the recreation needs and
demands of the additional populations generated by new residential and employment
development.
The high costs associated with the acquisition of land in the Marrickville LGA require an
increased emphasis on embellishment to assist in increasing sports field capacity.
The upgrading projects required to meet the demand generated by additional population
growth are distinguished from any present needs not created by the additional population in
new development so that the incoming population will not be charged contributions for works
to address existing needs.
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Catchment
The Rec Study determined that because of the small size of the Marrickville LGA, the
catchment area for all the land acquisitions and facilities proposed in the works program is
the whole LGA. That is, people from all across the LGA would use the proposed facilities.
4.3.2 Formulae for calculating contributions

Calculation Formula
The formula for calculation of recreation facility contributions in words is:
(a) Determine the total projected new development to 2031 and its component land use
types and quantities,
(b) Determine the population in the new development,
(c) Determine the recreation facility requirements to address the needs of the expected
additional population in projected new development,
(d) Estimate the cost of such requirements including the cost of requirements already
provided by Council in anticipation of the needs of new development,
(e) Determine the proportion of costs for the recreation facilities attributable to new
development,
(f) Determine the section 94 contribution:
(I) Per resident for recreation facility works by dividing the total
apportioned cost of recreation facility works by the sum of the new
resident population and 85% of the new worker population divided by
the usage ratio
(Ii) Per worker for recreation facility works by dividing the total apportioned
cost of recreation facility works by the sum of the usage ratio
multiplied by the new resident population and 85% of the new worker
population
(g) Index the contributions to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this
Plan.
The formulae for calculation of contributions are as follows:
W = W 1 x A1 + W 2 x A2 + . . . W n x An + W A
where

W

is the total works cost for recreation facilities,

W1 to W n

is the cost of various works components 1 to
n after deducting the value of any grants and
other funding to be received by Council,

WA

is the costs of additional overheads

A1 to An

is the respective proportions of the works
components attributable to new development,

and,
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WA

=

the cost of the detail design of works (1% of the
works costs)

+

the cost to Council of the administration of the
works proposed (1% of the works costs).

Calculating the contribution rate per person must take into account the different usage of
recreation facilities between non-resident workers and residents. the formulae for recreation
facility contributions are as follows:
Contribution per resident CR is given by:
CR =
PR

W
+

0.85 X PW
U

where:
CR
is the section 94 contribution per resident
PR

is the number of residents in new development

PW

is the number of workers in new development

U

is the usage ratio of resident to worker usage. This is
equal to 5.

Cw

is the section 94 contribution per worker.

The 0.85 in the above formula is there as 15% of workers on average reside in Marrickville
LGA and 85% of workers are non-resident. Thus contributions for workers are applied only
to the 85% of workers who are non-resident to avoid charging for the 15% of workers who
are residents as both a resident and a worker.
The usage ratio is the ratio of resident to worker usage of the facilities. The survey referred
to previously found that average resident usage of a recreation facility was 5 times average
non-resident worker usage. It is appropriate therefore that each new resident contribute 5
times what each non-resident worker contribute. that is:
CR
Cw

=

U

=

5
1

Total contributions from new workers and new residents are required to meet the cost of
recreation facility works so that:
CR x PR + Cw x PW x 0.85 = W
Contribution per worker Cw is given by:
Cw

=
U x PR

W
+ 0.85 x PW

The formula for calculation of the contribution for recreation facilities for a particular
residential use is as follows:
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CU

=

CR

x

OR

where:
CU

is the section 94 contribution for a particular residential type

OR

is the residential occupancy rate for a particular residential
type (as set out in this Plan)

The formula for calculation of the contribution for recreation facilities for a particular use is as
follows:
CU

=

CW

x

OW

x

GFA

where:
CU

is the section 94 contribution for a particular employment use

OW

is the occupancy rate in number of workers/m2 for a particular
employment use according to the following table of the
assumed number of workers/m2

GFA is gross floor area (GFA).
Table 4.35:

Workers per Square Metre of GFA
2

Type of Use

Workers/m

Retail

0.05

Commercial

0.05

Industrial

0.01

Calculation of Contributions per Person
In accordance with the above formulae, contributions for recreation facilities (including open
space) are calculated as follows:
Table 4.36:

Calculation of Contributions for Recreation Facilities and Open Space

Apportioned Cost of Works

$

82,328,080

Detail Design & Conveyance

$

823,281

Works Supervision

$

823,281

Contribution per Resident

$

7,465.81

Contribution per Worker

$

1,493.16
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The calculation is based upon 10,974 additional residents and 1770 additional workers.
The above table gives contribution as at the date of this Plan. This contribution will then be
indexed to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this Plan.
4.3.3 Works Proposed and Apportionment
The following table sets out the recreation facilities works proposed which includes land
acquisition and embellishment works to open space. The table shows the apportionment to
development based upon the additional demand created by the population in new
development and for which section 94 contributions are proposed to be charged. These
works constitute the works program.
Table 4.34:

Works Program and Apportionment Recreation Facilities

WORKS PROGRAM RECREATION FACILITIES
Facility
Land acquisition passive parks
Land acquisition active parks
Embellishment to active parks
Embellishment to active parks synthetic surface
Embellishment to passive parks
Public domain village centre plazas
Public domain youth activity Plaza
Public domain Green Street program
Public domain accessible pathways extension
Indoor sport additional court
Aquatics Centres (cost recovery)
Totals

Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

23,700,000
20,535,000
2,700,000
4,000,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
1,000,000
4,500,000
1,000,000
2,100,000
22,900,000
102,435,000

Cost
Apportionment
Apportioned
to
to
Development
Development
100%
$ 23,700,000
100%
$ 20,535,000
100%
$ 2,700,000
100%
$ 4,000,000
100%
$ 10,000,000
100%
$ 10,000,000
$ 1,000,000
100%
100%
$ 4,500,000
100%
$ 1,000,000
100%
$ 2,100,000
12.20%
$ 2,793,080
$ 82,328,080

Cost
Apportioned
to Council
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$ 22,900,000
$ 22,900,000

Works
Priority
2
1
1
3
2
5
3
2
2
3
1

Works Priority
Entries in the Works Priority column represent the priorities with which infrastructure works
will be undertaken using the numbers 1 to 5 where “1” represents the highest priority and “5”
the lowest priority. These numbers are used to indicate how available funds might be
channelled to carry out the most urgent works first before other less urgent works. All works
will be carried out in order of works priority as soon as sufficient funds are available.
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4.4 Community Facilities
Introduction
The term community facilities used here is to describe facilities provided by Council such as
general-purpose built space to be used by the community on a short term basis or occupied
by community groups, childcare facilities including long day care and before and after school
care, libraries and arts and cultural facilities.
Consultants were commissioned by Council to undertake a comprehensive study of
community facilities in Marrickville LGA. The study was undertaken by a consultancy
partnership comprising the Miller Group and BBC Consulting Planners. The study report
titled Facilities Needs Research (the “Community Facilities Study”) forms the basis of this
section of this Plan and much of the information provided in this section is either extracted
from the Community Facilities Study or forms a summary or paraphrase of it.
The aim of the study was, given the projected 13.9% increase in population and expected
demographic and social changes over the period 2011 to 2031, to ensure that community
facilities planning addresses the needs of the future population in Marrickville LGA. In
particular the aims of the study were:
(a) to examine the current provision of community facilities,
(b) to determine whether the current provision meets existing needs, and
(c) to determine the needs of the future population.
The Community Facilities Study provides a strong evidence basis for the recreational
facilities proposed to address the needs of the additional population as a result of additional
development set out in this Plan and for which section 94 contributions are charged.
Central to the Community Facilities Study was the understanding that Council has finite
resources and will be unable to provide facilities which meet the requirements of all
members of the community. Council must therefore align service and facility provision to the
key strategic policies and directions of Council reflected through corporate strategic planning
policies, primarily the Marrickville Community Strategic Plan ‘Our Vision Our Place’,
Marrickville Local Action 21 Plan, Sub-Catchment Management Plans and the Long Term
Financial Plan for Marrickville.
The study used the condition and usage of existing facilities as its main benchmark but,
where available, other benchmarks were also used. The study considered who uses existing
facilities to determine current unmet need and demand.
In Marrickville, as in other LGAs, population size, growth rates and characteristics such as
age structure, family type, income levels, cultural diversity etc., all have an impact on the
community’s needs and the demand for community facilities. Population numbers and
characteristics change, and so do the facility requirements of the resident community. The
study analysed the population composition and potential changes so that the planning for
the future provision of community facilities took into account predicted demographic
changes.
Marrickville Council provides an extensive range of community facilities in a range of
different configurations; some facilities are owned and operated by Council with others
operated by non-government organisations occupying Council owned facilities. Council also
leases facilities for the provision of community services and a number of services run by
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Council are run from non-Council owned facilities. Many of these facilities are used for a
number of purposes and multi function facilities are clearly the norm in facilities provision.
The survey conducted as part of the study found that utilisation of Council’s community
facilities is generally high with facilities well patronised and appreciated. Libraries, halls, arts
and cultural venues, child care centres and community centres are all well used and well
regarded. The spaces with the highest levels of use are the smaller halls located in densely
populated areas. These are booked by regular users for up to 40 hours per week.
The users of these halls are generally community organisations, such as older people
groups (including culturally-specific older people groups) and special interest groups. Older
people groups are much more likely to use the facilities during the day.
Larger halls have lower levels of utilisation, with fewer groups using the facilities more
intensively each week. Use of these more spacious facilities is primarily for dancing.
4.4.1 Nexus
The nexus or connection between the projected additional population as a result of
additional development and the need for the additional or amended community facilities
proposed in this Plan is demonstrated in the following parts of this section. The demographic
and population changes projected guide the assessment of the likely requirements of the
various age group categories of the future population. In this way the causal nexus is shown.
All the facilities proposed in this section of this Plan have catchments that are LGA wide and
there is therefore a locational nexus between the new development and the proposed
facilities within the LGA.
The temporal nexus is demonstrated in the works program by the proposed progressive
provision of facilities as the population increases and contribution funds become available.

Needs of the Future Population
The forecast increase in demand is from an additional 10,974 residents and 1770 workers.
This forecast growth in population size will be accompanied by greater than proportional
growth in the 50+ age groups. As the overall population ages over the next 20 years,
community interests and capacities will also change and this will impact the demands for,
and use of, community facilities in Marrickville LGA.
Trends in population size and structure are the major determinants of the demand for
community facilities.

Age and Life Stages
An understanding of changes in the age of the population and various age groups is
important for community facilities planning.
The age trends of the population in Marrickville LGA are expected to differ significantly from
those of the broader population in Sydney. In contrast to the generally aging population of
wider Sydney, the median age of the Marrickville LGA’s population is expected to remain
unchanged at 36. This is a result of inward- and outward-migration, likely caused by
constraints on family size and lifestyle caused by the dwelling stock in the LGA.
The increase in births and young children has implications for the demand for child care
services including long day care centres, pre-schools and before and after school care as
children move through the age cohorts.
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The number of children aged 5-9 increased by 5 per cent between 2006 and 2010 and is
projected to increase by 17 per cent between 2011 and 2031 largely as a result of the recent
increase in births passing through the age groups. Strong growth is also expected in the 10
14 year and 15-19 year age groups. The demand for before and after school care will
continue to grow as a consequence.
Young adults (19-25 year age group) will also grow although at a rate lower than the LGA
average of 13.9 per cent between 2011 and 2031.
It is expected that the number of persons over 65 will increase by nearly 3,000 or 36 per cent
between 2011 and 2031
Several other characteristics of the LGA’s population are relevant to community facility
needs, now and into the future. These characteristics include the Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse (CALD) population, Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander (ATSI) residents, income
levels and home ownership rates.
Trends in population size and structure that are a major determinant of the future demand for
community facilities include:
o

Population is expected to grow by about 13.9 per cent or 10,974 persons
between 2011 and 2031,

o

workforce is expected to grow by about 6.7% or 1,770 workers between 2011
and 2031,

o

of the number of persons over 65, about one third will be 80 and over indicating a
significant increase in the need for frail aged services in Marrickville LGA,

o

there will be steady growth in the middle age groups, including people in child
bearing ages, although at less than the state average,

o

the population will remain culturally diverse with a reduction in first generational
migrants and greater diversity on cultures and cultural mix,

o

housing is becoming more expensive leading to reduced levels of home
ownership and housing affordability,

o

the nature of employment lands is changing with a corresponding change in the
nature of jobs and businesses in the area. Airport and port related industries are
growing as are retail and commercial sectors with increased office and business
use of industrial lands,

o

the number of women in the labour force has increase from 51 per cent in 1996
to 58.6 percent in 2006 and is expected to grow in the future.

The study found that existing facilities are generally heavily utilized in meeting the needs of
the existing community which has seen continual growth since 2004. Furthermore there are
expressed unmet needs that can be met through improvements to operations and existing
facilities, the use of vacant spaces and improved co-ordination and community access to
rooms at major recreation facilities. When considered in conjunction with available stock of
facilities and the feedback and expectations from the community, the study found that the
picture emerging was that Council is currently providing well for the existing community
albeit with a lack of reserve capacity for any future increase in population.
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4.4.2 General Purpose Community Facilities
In recent years there has been a greater recognition of the important role that community
facilities can play in enhancing a community’s wellbeing through the provision of services,
encouraging place making and social identity and facilitating a sense of inclusiveness for the
diverse Marrickville LGA community.
Through the provision of high-quality spaces with a range of potential uses and users where
people enjoy spending time, community facilities encourage social interaction, community
engagement and the development of social capital. By helping to develop a sense of
community and increasing social interactions between individuals and groups who may
otherwise have very little engagement with each other, community facilities can assist in the
process of building shared understandings, experiences and identities.
Community facilities also have a strong social justice dimension. Less advantaged members
of a community may have a higher need to use community facilities and low-cost spaces and
services; as such, they provide an important service to people in need, as well as the wider
community.
Spaces available to the community and community organisations are outlined in Table 4.38
below. Council provides a total 3466m2 space for short-term uses such as hall hire or
meeting rooms, and an additional 4106m2 used by the community for a range of purposes
including specific purpose facilities (an older people centre, community-run galleries and a
youth centre), Newtown Community Centre and space made available to community
organisations for the provision of services to the community.
In addition there is a further 940m2 of currently vacant space that has been recently vacated
and will be used in the future to meet the needs of existing residents. Combined, there is a
total supply of floor space for the provision of community services of 8,512m2. Given the
consolidated nature of the urban area and historical manner of single, small, property
acquisitions, Council’s facilities are spread across the LGA in a number of separate buildings
or in small groups of buildings such as at Australia Street and Seaview Street.
Table 4.4.1 – General Purpose Community Spaces
Facility

Building

Management

Marrickville Town Hall

Marrickville
Town Hall

Council

Petersham Town Hall

Petersham
Town Hall

Council

Herbert Greedy Hall
Seaview St Hall
St Peters Town Hall meeting room &
hall

Floor Area

Capacity
(persons)

2

Herbert
Greedy Hall
Seaview St
Complex
St Peters
Town Hall

1200 m (ground
floor)
2
1130 m
(foyer, hall and
kitchen)

560
440

Council

280 m

2

100

Council

195 m

2

80

Council

245 m

2

110

2

Newtown Town Hall & meeting room

Newtown
Town Hall

Newtown
Neighbourhood Centre

Jarvie Park Hall

Jarvie Park
Hall

Marrickville Youth
Resource Centre

236 m (hall and
meeting room)

150

2

Total
short-term hire space
Space for specific community uses,
including space let to community

180 m (hall
only)

7

3466 m

2

10

4106 m

2
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100
1597

groups
Temporarily vacant space to be
used by the existing community in
the future
Total space provided for community
use

2

6

940 m

20

8512 m

2

Vacant Space
A number of properties in Marrickville Council’s portfolio were at the time of conducting the
Community Facilities Study in transition and vacant due to damage or tenants leaving the
premises. Those included the Livingstone Road properties on the hospital site which is to be
redeveloped in the short term, the two buildings in the Australia Street complex, and one
building in the Seaview Street complex. These properties are to be redeveloped and/or used
for existing residents and do not represent spare capacity.
Assessment of Need According to Benchmarks
There is no commonly adopted standards for community centre provision in NSW. There is
no minimum or standard catchment population size that triggers the need for a community
centre and no recommended scale or size for a facility. Standards do however provide some
guidance to determine order of magnitude requirements for community centres.
Wide use is made of standards provided in the Growth Centres Development Code but this
is applicable to greenfield developments on the fringe of metropolitan areas.
Standards that have been part of the methodology used to determine facility needs in a
range of situations including the following standards applied to the Green Square
redevelopment:
o
o

1 neighbourhood centre per 3,500 – 15,000 people,
1 multi-purpose community centre per 15,000 – 20,000 people.

These guidelines have limitations in that recommendations on the size of centres are not
given.
Table 4.4.2: Social Infrastructure Planning Implementation Guidelines

Scale
Neighbourhood
(community meeting
room)
Local
(community centre /
hall)
District
(multi-purpose
community or
neighbourhood centre)
Regional (civic centre)

Number

Size per
centre

Size (GFA)
per 1,000
population
(minimum)

1:2,000-3,000 (council/private)

200-300 m2
GFA

67 m2

1:6,000-10,000
(council/private/community)

600-800 m2
GFA

60 m2

1:20,000-50,000
(State/Council)

1000 m2 GFA

20 m2

1:30,000-120,000 (Council)

2000-5000 m2
GFA

17 m2

A recommended GFA provision is for five local and two regional centres being 3,000 m2 and
4,000 m2 respectively, a total recommended benchmark of 7,000 m2. This figure does not
include space provided to community organisations.
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Marrickville LGA’s current total provision of space to community centres and community
organisations is 8,512 m2, indicating that the facilities provided are close to meeting the
minimum recommended level. This equates to a provision rate of 107.7m2 per 1,000
population.
The present provision rate of floor space is considered appropriate for Marrickville LGA
given its demographics, with high levels of older people, children and multicultural
communities, and areas of significant disadvantage – all indicators of higher levels of
community facility usage, and with a low number of youth and senior-specific centres. So it is
important that the provision rate is maintained with the projected increase in population.
There are an additional 10,974 projected residents moving into the LGA over the next twenty
years. To satisfy the specific needs of the future Marrickville LGA population it was
recommended in the Community Facilities Study that Council maintain its current rate of
provision, at 107.7 m2 per 1,000 population which would require an additional 1,182 m2.
An additional 1,182m² of community facilities floor space in terms of development
contribution principles would be a pro rata provision for the additional projected population at
the 2011 general community facility provision rate. This would be appropriate given that
there is no spare capacity to address the additional needs of the projected additional
population in the 2011 Marrickville LGA facilities.
It would also be appropriate that the cost of the additional 1182 m² of floor space be fully
funded from section 94 contributions as this is the amount of floor space required for the
additional population.
While it is appropriate to fund the acquisition of additional land to provide the additional
community facility floor space, the availability of Council owned sites suitable for the
intended purpose was firstly investigated.
The future needs for space calculated in line with current rates of provision are shown in
Table 4.4.3.
Table 4.4.3: Additional needs for spaces available to the community

Population
2011
2021
2031

79000
87,054
89,974

Population
increase
0
5487
10,974

Additional space
required
2
0m
2
867m
2
1182m

Total space
2

8512m
2
9379m
2
9694m

Potential for Expansion
Most existing facilities providing space to be used by the community on a short or long-term
basis are constrained by site limitations, with little room for expansion. Some of the facilities
including the large halls are also heritage-listed, further limiting opportunities for expansion.

Options in Providing Required Facilities
A number of options are available to meet the future needs of the population. The
Community Facilities Study recommended options are to focus upon the provision of two
staffed multipurpose community centres having an area in the range of about 400 to 600m²
with a range of flexible spaces including meeting rooms, activity spaces and performance
spaces. These centres are proposed to be preferentially located in areas currently
underserviced, or expecting significant future growth.
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Due to the lack of suitable Council owned sites, the only option in providing the required
facilities is the acquisition of further land and the construction of suitable facilities. For the
two facilities required two additional sites will need to be acquired.

Proposed General Community Facility Works
The proposed works comprise the acquisition of two sites suitable for constructing
community facilities in the 400 to 600 m² size range and the construction of two multipurpose
community centres on them. The estimated capital cost of construction was estimated in the
Community Facilities Study and that estimate is $2.7 million each. In addition to that the land
costs for the 2 facilities is expected to be about $2.7 million.

Apportionment of General Community Facilities
As the proposed works are fully to address the needs of the projected additional population
in new development, it is appropriate that 100% of the cost be apportioned to new
development.
4.4.3 Calculation of Contributions for General Community Facilities

Calculation Formula
The formula for calculation of the section 94 contribution for general purpose community
facilities in words is:
(a) Determine the total projected new development to 2031 and its component land
use types and quantities,
(b) Determine the population in the new development,
(c) Determine the general purpose community facility requirements to address the
needs of the expected additional population in projected new development
(d) Estimate the cost of such requirements,
(e) Determine the proportion of costs for the general purpose community facilities
attributable to new development (apportionment),
(f) Determine the section 94 contribution per resident for general purpose community
facility capital works by dividing the total apportioned cost of recreation facility
works by the number of additional residents anticipated in new development,
(g) Index the contributions to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of
this Plan.
The formulae for calculation of contributions are as follows:
W = W 1 x A1 + W A
where

W1

is the cost of land acquisition and capital works after
deducting the value of any grants and other funding to be
received by Council,

WA

is the cost of required overheads
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A1

is the proportion of the land acquisition and works
attributable to new development which for general
community facilities is 100%,

and,
WA

=

the cost of the detail design of works (2% of the works
costs)

+

the cost to Council of the administration of the works
proposed (2% of the works costs).

Contribution per additional resident in new development C is given by:
C

=

W
P

where:
P

is the number of additional residents in new development.

Calculation of Contributions per Person for General Community Facilities
The following table sets out the calculation of the contribution per new resident for general
community facilities based upon the information as set out in the table and the population
and demographic data set out elsewhere in this Plan.
Table 4.4.4: Calculation of Contribution for General Community Facilities

Cost of Works

$

5,400,000

Detail Design & Conveyance

$

108,000

Works Supervision

$

27,000

Contribution per Resident

$

504.37

The above table shows the contribution per resident as at the date of this Plan. The
contribution to be paid will be indexed to the time of payment in accordance with Section
2.15 of this Plan.
4.4.4 Libraries
Council presently provides library facilities at four separate locations as set out in the
following table:
Table 4.4.5: Library facilities

Facility

Address

Size
(estimated
GFA)

Marrickville Central
Library

Marrickville Town
Hall,
303 Marrickville Rd,

1170 m

100

2

Average
loans per
month

Average
door
count per
month

Loans:
door
count
ratio

33152

11921

2.8:1

Marrickville
Dulwich Hill Branch
Library
St Peters / Sydenham
Library
Stanmore Branch
Library

12-14 Seaview St,
Dulwich Hill
St Peters Town
Hall,
39 Unwins Bridge
Rd, St Peters
Stanmore Reserve,
Douglas Street,
Stanmore

192 m

2

4404

7242

206 m

2

2042

3087

176 m

2

5572

3260

0.6:1

0.7:1

1.7:1

Of the four libraries, three are limited in regards to potential for expansion by site constraints.
Marrickville Library is in the basement of the heritage-listed town hall, Dulwich Hill Branch
Library is housed in a converted period house, and St Peters/Sydenham Library is housed
on the ground floor of a heritage-listed hall. Stanmore Library is located in a small reserve so
does not face the same site restraints; its construction however means that expansion of the
existing building would likely not be practical.
Dulwich Hill Branch Library is located in the Seaview Street complex. This complex is on the
same lot as a 48-space Council owned carpark in an area likely to see significant levels of
development.
The biggest users of the library services are older people and parents with young children
In recent years total library visits have fallen. Over the same period the library’s collection
size shrank by 17.5%. A new library with greater facilities will likely lead to an increase in
visitor numbers.

Assessment of Need According to Benchmarks
The State Library of New South Wales provides in People Places a detailed methodology to
assess the library size needed to house sufficient services to meet the community’s needs.
Two different benchmarking approaches are provided to calculate floor area requirements.
The first is a measure based on the proposed level of provision of resources, and the second
is based upon population projections including non-resident workforce. The latter,
population-based benchmarking is considered to be the most appropriate methodology to
determine the future library requirements in Marrickville LGA.
Under the population-based benchmarking methodology a standard floorspace requirement
the local area factor (LAF) is calculated, and additional floorspace ratios are provided to
accommodate circulation and services requirements; i.e.
GFA = (LAF + CAF) x 1.2
GFA = Gross floor area
LAF = Local area factor (projected catchment resident and non-resident workforce
population, calculated according to the building area factor table below)
CAF = Central area factor (15 per cent of the product of the projected LGA resident
and workforce population, calculated according to the building area factor
table below. It is used only when calculating central library floorspace, and
allows for circulation, offices and other administrative functions)
1.2

= Circulation / services allowance
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Table 4.4.6: Building area factor for People Places benchmarking
Projected population served (resident
and non-resident workforce)

m2 per 1,000 population

Less than 20,000

42

20,001 – 35,000

39

35,001 – 65,000

35

65,001 – 100,000

31

Over 100,000

28

Benchmarking the provision in accordance with the People Places, the library provision
requirements are set out in the following table.
Table 4.4.7: Benchmark library space provision
Resident
Population

2011

79,000

Non-resident
workforce

Total population
served

21,513

100,513

Recommended
GFA – single
library model

3,884 m2

Recommended
GFA – branch
libraries model

Central –
3,124 m2
Branch –
507 m2

2021

84,487

22,230

106,717

4,124 m2

Central –
3,317 m2
Branch –
538 m2

2031

89,974

22,948

112,922

4,363 m

2

Central –
3,510 m2
Branch –
534 m2

Note: In the absence of firm catchment data, branch libraries have been assumed to each have a
catchment of 10 per cent of the LGA’s resident and worker population.

Another assessment of the floorspace requirements for the new library was conducted in
December 2011 by an external consultant, Dr David Jones, at Council’s request. Using the
People Places population-based benchmark, this assessment concluded that a total floor
space of 3,101m2 for the provision of library services would be required in a new central
library to serve the needs of the population into the future. The assumptions employed to
arrive at this figure differ in several aspects from those adopted in the Community Facilities
Study. These differences are:
o

Dr Jones’ report considered the needs of the population in the year 2026, while the
scope of the Community Facilities Study extended to 2031,

o

Dr Jones’ report employed population projections sourced from the Department of
Planning, identifying a population of 84,800 by 2026; the Community Facilities
Study employed more recent population projections provided in this Plan and
based upon the development possible under the provisions of LEP 2011 and DCP
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2011 and considered to be more accurate, which project a total 89,974 residents
by 2031,
o

Dr Jones’ report employed workforce projections that predicted no growth in nonresident workers, for a non-local workforce of 20,000 by the year 2026; the
Community Facilities Study utilised more recent workforce projections based upon
the development possible under the provision of LEP 2011 and DCP 2011 which
identifies a total 22,948 non-resident workers by 2031,

o

a slightly higher proportion of the LGA’s population has been estimated as central
library users in the Community Facilities Study.

As set out in Table 4.4.7 above, 1744m² of GFA which equates to a net floor area of
1,454m2, is currently being utilised as library space within the Marrickville LGA. For the
additional 10,974 people in projected new development which represents a 13.9% increase
in population, providing a pro rata additional amount of this floorspace at the floorspace
provision rate provided to the 2011 population, would require an additional 242 m² of floor
space providing a total of 1986 m² of floor space.
However Council is planning to provide a new central library on the former Marrickville
Hospital site in anticipation of the additional development within the LGA. This library would
have a GFA of approximately 3893m².
Given the impracticalities and expense involved with upgrading the branch libraries and
relatively small geographical size of the LGA, it was recommended in the Community
Facilities Study that the provision of future library space continue to be provided under a
model in which branch libraries assume more of a ‘community living room’ role. This would
include providing daily newspapers and relevant CALD resources, children’s services such
as story reading and homework help, and quiet places at the neighbourhood scale to sit and
read or work, with less emphasis on holding a full range of collection materials (but with
access to collections at the central library).
The construction of the new central library on the old Marrickville Hospital site will provide
within the gross floor area of 3,893.4m2, 3,230m2 for core library services and 664m2 for
extended ‘community hub’ services housed within the library building. This is in line with the
trends for library service delivery identified in the upcoming third edition of People Places.
The total floorspace approximates the benchmarked size required to meet projected
community needs in 2031, with benchmark standards recommending a central library GFA
of 3,510 m2 under the central and branch-libraries model. While there would remain a
floorspace shortfall of approximately 1,000m2 according to the benchmark standard, the
facilities would represent a significant upgrade over the present rate of provision to the
existing population. That is, with the proposed library facilities, new residents would be
provided with facilities to an upgraded standard above what would be provided with a pro
rata extension to existing facilities at the present per capita provision rate.
4.4.5 Apportionment for Library Facilities
It is appropriate that projected additional development contribute 100% of the cost of a pro
rata addition of library floor space to maintain present facilities at the existing floor space
provision rate per resident. As a higher standard of the library facility provision is proposed
for the future residents of Marrickville LGA which would be over and above what would be
provided by a pro rata addition of library floorspace at the present provision rate, it is
appropriate that additional new development also contribute, along with Council on behalf of
the other residents of Marrickville LGA, to this increase in the standard of library provision.
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That is, it is appropriate that the proportion of the cost of a pro rata extension of existing
facilities should be 100% apportioned to new development and that new development
contribute to the upgrade in floorspace provision rate of facilities in the same proportion as
existing residents (12.2% from new residents).
4.4.6 Calculation of Contributions for Library Facilities

Calculation Formula
The formula for calculation of library facility contributions in words is:
(a) Determine the total projected new development to 2031 and its component land use
types and quantities,
(b) Determine the population in the new development,
(c) Determine the existing provision rate of library facilities (square metres of floor space
per resident) and the additional floorspace required for the expected additional
population in new development in order to maintain that provision rate,
(d) Determine any additional library floorspace proposed to be provided by Council to
increase the standard of library facilities for all future residents,
(e) Estimate the cost of the library facilities proposed to be provided by Council,
(f) Determine the cost of the pro rata extension of library floorspace to be attributed to
new development and the proportion of the cost of the additional amount of floor
space to increase library provision standards attributable to new development and to
Council,
(g) Determine the section 94 contribution per person in new development by dividing the
sum of the cost of the pro rata extension of existing facilities for the additional
population and the apportioned cost of the additional facilities to improve library
standards by the projected additional population in new development,
(h) Index the contributions to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this
Plan.
The formulae for calculation of contributions are as follows:
W = W 1 + W 2 x A2 + WA
where

W

is the total attributable works cost for new library facility works,

W1

is the cost of the pro rata extension of existing library facilities
for the additional population

W2

is the cost of additional library facilities to increase library
provision standards after deducting the value of any grants and
other funding to be received by Council,

WA

costs of additional overheads

A2

is the proportion of W 2 attributable to new development which
is the proportion of new residents to total population in 2031
(about 12.2%),

WA = a proportioned part of the cost of the detail design of works (2%
of the works costs)
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+ a proportionate part of the cost to Council of the
administration of the works proposed (5% of the works
costs).
The formula for library contributions is as follows:
Contribution per resident CR is given by:
CR

=

W
PR

CR

is the section 94 contribution per additional resident in
development

PR

is the number of residents in new development

where:

The formula for calculation of the contribution for library facilities for a particular residential
use is as follows:
C

=

CR

x

OR

where:
C

is the section 94 contribution for a particular residential type

OR

is the residential occupancy rate for a particular residential type
(as set out in this Plan)

Calculation of Contributions per Person for Library Facilities
The following table sets out the calculation of the contribution per new resident for library
facilities based upon the information as set out in the table and the population and
demographic data set out elsewhere in this Plan.
Table 4.4.8: Calculation of Contributions for Library Facilities

Cost of Works

$

27,100,000

Detail Design

$

-

Works Supervision

$

-

Contribution per Resident

$

370.71

The above table shows the contribution per resident as at the date of this Plan. This
contribution will then be indexed to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of
this Plan.
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4.4.7 Proposed Library Works
The proposed works is the provision of a new central library of 3893 m² in gross floor area
on the present Marrickville hospital site at a cost estimated in the Community Facilities Study
to be $27.1 million.
4.4.8 Child Care Centres

Present Facilities and Services
Council-operated services include six long day care centres, one preschool, five before and
after school care (OSHC) services and three vacation care services operating from OSHC
centres. There are also a range of privately and community operated long day care (LDC)
centres in the LGA. Council currently provides 344 LDC places excluding family day care
(27.4% of the total provision of LDC and preschool places within the LGA) and 421 LDC
places (42.3% of the LGA total) including family day care and 330 OSHC places.
In addition to the 421 LDC places currently provided, the construction of a multi-purpose
childcare facility – including 50 LDC or preschool places and OSHC services – in West
Marrickville is one of Council’s major projects where funds have been allocated.
The completion of this childcare facility will address the existing unmet demand for childcare
in the LGA, evidenced by lengthy waiting lists at Council early learning centres. It is
estimated that with the completion of the Marrickville West centre Council will provide a total
45.1 per cent of the LDC places in the Marrickville LGA.
The tables below set out the total provision, including family day care, within the LGA.
Table 4.4.9: Council-operated LDC, FDC and preschool service
Facility

Address

Age

Cavendish
Street ELC

142 Cavendish
Street, Stanmore

May Murray
ELC

35 Premier St,
Marrickville

Deborah Little
ELC
Tillman Park
ELC

1 Macarthur Pde,
Dulwich Hill
79 Unwins Bridge
Road

6 weeks –
6 years
2–6
years (no
0-2)
6 weeks –
6 years
6 weeks –
6 years

Addison Road
ELC

Addison Road,
Marrickville

6 weeks –
6 years

Enmore ELC

305 Enmore
Road, Enmore

Globe-Wilkins
preschool

McRae Street,
Marrickville

0–6
years
2-6 years
(no
babies)

Family Day
Care

Homes of
approved FDC
Educators and
Enmore
Resource Centre

0-12
years

Type of care
provided

Capacity

Council’s role

Long day care

40

Council owned
& operated

Long day care

24

Council owned
& operated

Long day care

59

Long day care

48

Long day care

45

Long day care

40

Preschool

50

Full time, part
time, before &
after, and
emergency
care

106

165

Council owned
& operated
Council owned
& operated
Counciloperated on
state land
Council owned
& operated
Council
operated on
DET land
Administered by
council and
operates some
functions in
council facilities

Table 4.4.10: Childcare provision (places) in the Marrickville LGA
LDC

Preschool

OSHC

Suburb

Council
operated

Private /
comm.

Total

Council

Private /
comm.

Total

Council

Private/
comm.

Total

Marrickville

119

321

390

50

40

90

165

85

250

38

38

20

20

25

25

40

24

24

25

145

27

27

113

40

40

30

30

59

57

57

175

175

Newtown
Stanmore

40

St Peters
Petersham

113

Dulwich Hill

59

Enmore

40

52

92

Tempe

48

50

98

Family Day
Care

165

Total

471

574

1045

120

45

45

50

208

258

330

25

25

365

695

Note – OSHC places refer to after school care; LDC places assume the completion of the Marrickville
West Childcare Facility, providing an additional 50 LDC places
Table 4.4.11: Council-operated Out of School Hours Care Centres and other children’s services

Facility

Marrickville West
OSHC

Location
Wilkins Public School,
Marrickville
Ferncourt Public School,
Marrickville
Camdenville Public School,
Enmore
Stanmore Public School,
Stanmore
Marrickville West Public
School, Marrickville

Magic Yellow Bus

Parks throughout the LGA

Children’s library
services

Central and branch libraries

Wilkins OSHC
Ferncourt OSHC
Camdenville OSHC
Stanmore OSHC

Service provided

Capacity

BSC & ASC

75

BSC, ASC and vacation care

60

BSC, ASC and vacation care

45

BSC & ASC and vacation care

120

BSC & ASC

30

Mobile playgroup
DOCS-funded, and Council
operated and subsidised
Story time, baby rhyme time,
school holiday activities

-

Utilisation & Catchment
All Council run early learning centres are operating at full capacity and have extensive
waiting lists. Consultation with Council staff suggests that this is likely to be due to the high
reputation of Council-run childcare services, rather than price – Council’s fees are within the
normal range of what is charged by community based and private providers in the area. The
private sector is also running at close to capacity, with many private long day care centres in
the LGA reporting that they are full with waiting lists.
Many of the families using the facilities that are not residents of the LGA are workers in the
LGA. Information supplied by the ABS from the 2006 census shows that there were 729
mothers with at least 1 child aged 0-4 who worked in Marrickville LGA but lived outside
Marrickville LGA. Of the 1,640 working mothers with at least 1 child aged 0-4 living in
Marrickville LGA, 327 also worked in Marrickville LGA.
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There are likely to be some residents of the LGA who use child care facilities outside of
Marrickville LGA, typical of most inner city local government areas. There is no clear
delineation of catchment areas on a centre-by-centre basis. While centres have a higher
level of enrolments from families resident in the same suburb, this is not exclusive and
usually not a majority. Consultation with Council staff has suggested that physical location is
generally not a determining factor in families’ choice of early childhood centre (long day care
or preschool); rather, they are likely to attend the centre that best suits their needs and that
they judge to be of the highest standard, and are willing to travel to the centre. The small
size of the LGA supports this observation. As a result the locations of future centres are not
critical to their success; if a future Council-run centre is of a high standard it is likely to attract
families from across the LGA, and relieve pressure upon other facilities. Demand is
strongest in the 0-2 age group which is a need met to a greater extent by Council facilities
rather than private facilities.
An additional 365 places are provided at eight non-Council OSHC locations in the
Marrickville LGA; these centres generally reported to be operating at between 80-90% of
capacity.
The catchment area of Council-run OSHC centres is quite local. Children generally attend
the OSHC centre at their school to reduce the need for transport between the primary school
and the centre.

Summary of Study Audit
o

Council provides a high-quality childcare service that, including family day care,
provides 45 per cent of the long day care within the LGA.

o

The majority of children enrolled in LDC services are residents of the LGA, with
LGA workers’ children making up most of the remainder.

o

There are no strong ‘catchment areas’ within the LGA for each centre, with parents
prepared to travel to centres other than their closest.

o

All Council LDC centres are currently operating at capacity, with extensive waiting
lists, and are often the preferred choice of parents in the LGA.

o

In addition to LDC, Council operates services affiliated with local schools on DEC
land (one preschool and five OSHC centres). These facilities operate well, with
OSHC centres responsive to changes in demand.

Benchmarked Needs & Future Provision
Council-operated Long Day Care
The future provision of childcare services has been calculated on the underlying principle
that the level of provision of community facilities to existing residents and workers should not
worsen as a result of new development – that is, for the additional population in new
development it is appropriate that childcare services continue to be supplied at the same
rate of provision as currently exists.
The rate of provision for the 344 childcare places and 4990 children aged 0 to 4 in 2011
equates to one place in a Council owned facility for every 14.5 children.
It is estimated that there will be an additional 650 children between 0 and 4 years resident in
the LGA in 2031. The LDC places required for the additional 650 children at the present
provision rate of one space per 14.5 children is 45 spaces.
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The methodology employed to assess the future needs of non-resident workers in the LGA
is based upon calculations specifically designed to assist local Councils in the preparation of
SECTION 94 contribution plans for childcare detailed in the report Encouragement of Workbased Childcare through Town Planning Requirements in NSW (Lang & Edmondson, AGPS,
1991). This method involves estimating the future number of working women with children
under 5 in the LGA, the proportion of these women who would use childcare services, and
the average number of children per woman (1.14 children per woman, based on the 2006
Childcare Census).
This calculation is shown in the table below.
Table 4.4.12: Work based long day care needs

Work
based
long
day
care
needs
2011
2021
2031

Workforce

Nonresident
workforce

Women
with
children
0-4

Women
needing
childcare

Children
requiring
places

Additional
places
required

Councilprovided
additional
places

28037
28972
29908

21544
22263
22982

885
916
946

89
92
95

101
104
108

3
7

1
2

Council currently provides 27.7% of childcare provision in the LGA. To maintain this level of
Council-public provision an additional 2 childcare spaces is required by 2031 for nonresident workers.
Total childcare provision needs in Council-owned facilities is shown in the table below.
Table 4.4.13: Total childcare needs in Council-owned facilities

Year

Resident
children
0-4

Total
resident
places

2011

4990

344

Additional
resident
places
from 2011
-

2021

5390

372

2031

5640

389

Additional worker-places

Total
increase

Total places

-

-

344

28

1

29

373

45

2

47

391

Thus in order to maintain current standards of provision of childcare, Council will need to
provide facilities to accommodate an additional 47 childcare places by 2031. This would
mean a total of 391 childcare places housed in Council-owned facilities.

Options to meet needs
In order to maintain current levels of provision to the future population an additional 47
Council provided long day care spaces is required to meet the needs of the projected
population growth to 2031 as a result of new development. This equates to one medium
sized centre, or a significant expansion of an existing centre.
Existing childcare facilities are already at site limits given that they are at the limits of
regulatory requirements for indoor : outdoor space ratios. The preferred option consequently
involves the construction of a new, purpose-built childcare facility. This might be able to be
co-located with other social infrastructure, and located on Council-owned land to minimise
costs.
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Given the existing distribution of private and public childcare centres, it would be preferential
to locate a new child care centre in Dulwich Hill, Lewisham or South Marrickville west of
Illawarra Road. In the Dulwich Hill area, a potentially co-located facility on the Seaview
Street site provides an option that would not require the acquisition of additional land.
4.4.9 Proposed Child Care Centre Works
To address the needs of the additional population as a result of anticipated new
development it is proposed to construct a 47 place childcare centre on Council owned land
in a location that will be the subject of review prior to construction.
The capital cost of the construction of such a facility was estimated in the Community
Facilities Study to be $2.5 million.
Council’s support and commitment to the provision of additional child care centre places for
the growing population has resulted in an allocation by Council of $1.1 million towards the
provision of such places. The allocation was to facilitate the provision of the required
childcare places. This money will be recouped in due course by Council from section 94
contributions received so that of the contributions paid towards child care facilities, $1.1
million will be for the recoupment of this amount by Council.
4.4.10 Apportionment Childs Care Centres
As the proposed childcare centre is a pro rata provision of additional facilities for the
additional population in new development at the same provision rate as existing facilities, it is
appropriate that 100% of the cost be funded from section 94 contributions levied on new
development both residential and employment. It is appropriate that residential development
be charged for 45 of the places as this would be a pro rata provision at the existing provision
rate for residents and that commercial retail or industrial development be charged for the 2
places projected to be required for such development.
4.4.11 Calculation of Contributions Childs Care Centres
Calculation Formula
The formula for calculation of the section 94 contribution for child care facilities in words is:
(a) Determine the total projected new development to 2031 and its component land use
types and quantities,
(b) Determine the population in the new development,
(c) Determine the child care facility requirements to address the needs of the expected
additional population in projected new development
(d) Estimate the cost of such requirements,
(e) Determine the proportion of costs for the child care facilities attributable to new
development,
(f) Determine the section 94 contribution per resident for child care facility capital works
by dividing the total apportioned cost of recreation facility works by the number of
additional residents anticipated in new development,
(g) Determine the section 94 contribution per worker by taking 2/47 of the cost and
dividing by the projected number of additional workers,
(h) Index the contributions to the time of payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this
Plan.
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The formulae for calculation of contributions are as follows:
WT = W x A + W A
where
WT

is the total cost attributable to new development

W

is the cost of capital works after deducting the value of any
grants and other funding to be received by Council,

WA

is the costs of additional overheads,

A

is the proportion of the works attributable to new development
which or childcare facilities is 100%,

and,
WA

= the cost of the detail design of works (2% of the works costs)
+ the cost to Council of the administration of the works proposed
(2% of the works costs).

Contribution per additional resident in new development C is given by:
C

=

W
P

where
P

is the number of additional residents in new development.

Calculation of Contributions per Resident for Child Care Facilities
The following table sets out the calculation of the contribution per new resident for child care
facilities based upon the information as set out in the table and the population and
demographic data set out elsewhere in this Plan.
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Table 4.4.14: Calculation of Contributions per Resident for Child Care Centres

Cost of Works

$

2,500,000

Detail Design

$

50,000

Works Supervision

$

50,000

Contribution per Resident

$

236.92

The above table shows the contribution per resident as at the date of this Plan. This
contribution to be paid will be determined by indexing the above contribution to the time of
payment in accordance with section 1.15 of this Plan.

Calculation of Contributions per Worker for Child Care Facilities
The following table sets out the calculation of the contribution per new worker for child care
facilities based upon the information as set out in the table and the population and
demographic data set out elsewhere in this Plan.
Table 4.4.15: Calculation of Contributions for Child Care Centres per Worker

Cost of Works

$

106,383

Detail Design

$

2,128

Works Supervision

$

2,128

Contribution per Worker

$

62.51

The above table shows the contribution per resident as at the date of this Plan. This
contribution to be paid will be determined by indexing the above contribution to the time of
payment in accordance with section 2.15 of this Plan.
4.4.12 Works Schedule
The projected population increase is anticipated to occur over a 20 year period to 2031.
However development may occur faster or slower than anticipated and the works program is
designed to be flexible and provide facilities as early as possible. The details of the works
program are set out in the following table:
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Table 4.4.16: Work Schedule

WORKS PROGRAM: COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Facility
General community facilities - 2 halls
Library facilities
Childcare centre
Totals

Cost
$ 5,400,000
$ 27,100,000
$ 2,500,000
$ 35,000,000

Cost
Apportionment
Apportioned
to
to
Development
Development
$ 5,400,000
100%
100%/12.2% $ 4,068,176
$ 2,500,000
100%
$ 11,968,176

Cost
Apportioned
to Council

Works
Priority

$
$ 23,031,824
$
$ 23,031,824

3
1
2

Works Priority
Entries in the Works Priority column represent the priorities with which infrastructure works
will be undertaken using the numbers 1 to 5 where “1” represents the highest priority and “5”
the lowest priority. These numbers are used to indicate how available funds might be
channelled to carry out the most urgent works first before other less urgent works. All works
will be carried out in order of works priority as soon as sufficient funds are available.

4.5 Plan Administration
A necessary part of maintaining the development contributions system to pay for the new
facilities and services that are necessary to address the needs of the additional new
population in development is the preparation, administration and maintenance of this Plan.
It is therefore appropriate that the cost of administration and maintenance of this Plan, as its
purpose is to provide for the needs arising from new development, is charged to new
development. For this purpose a contribution amount of 2% of the total of the contributions is
charged.
This administration amount is to fund the following purposes:
o

The preparation of subsequent modified or amended versions of this Plan

o

The regular reviews of this Plan required by the legislation

o

The studies, research and investigations required to monitor and review this Plan

o

The specialist development contributions Council staff and consultant costs
associated with administering this Plan

.
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